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Preface 
480 million people live in the 21 countries of Latin America, of which 29 
million identify themselves as indigenous, and more than 420 indigenous 
languages are spoken stemming from 99 language families (UNICEF, 2010). 
The majority of these indigenous peoples live in the Amazon Basin. 
Although this region does not contain the largest percentage of the 
population, it is the one that holds the greatest linguistic and cultural 
richness and diversity in the region. 
“We are 390 peoples with a population of 2.779.478 in the 10.268.471 km2 
of the Amazon. For centuries, our ancestral customs reconcile socio-
cultural and economic development with regard to nature’s biological 
processes. For us, the Amazon is not something abstract, nor a 
demographic void, nor is it merchandise.” (Coordinator of the Indigenous 
Organizations of the Amazon Basin, 2005) 
The Amazon Region is formed by nine countries and territories. The 
experience we want to share is focused on Peru, Bolivia, and Ecuador. These 
three countries share both Andean and Amazonian regions, and they are 
especially rich in linguistic and cultural diversity. Peru has 43 indigenous 
peoples, Ecuador has 14 indigenous peoples and nationalities, and, in 
Bolivia, there are 36 native peoples (UNICEF–EIBAMAZ, 2012). In these 
three countries alone, 93 indigenous peoples live together out of the 
approximately 420 that inhabit the region. It should be noted that there are 
peoples living in voluntary isolation, or not contacted, that are not included in 
the official numbers. 
As we can observe in the first article of this book, the inequality in the 
access and stability of basic services that the indigenous peoples and 
nationalities are subjected to make clear the need to work towards fairer and 
more equitable societies. We should pay special attention to the right to 
education, a topic on which the Special Rapporteur on the Right to Education, 
Katarina Tomasevski, for one, affirmed: “Education is a right in itself, but it is 
also a fundamental right that allows us to fully exercise all other rights” 
(Muñoz, 2010). 
This context and the common aims of the Ministries of Education of the 
three countries, the Amazonian Indigenous Organizations, the Finnish 
Ministry for Foreign Affairs, and the United Nations Children’s Fund 
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12 
(UNICEF) give rise to the Intercultural Bilingual Education Programme in the 
Amazon Region of Ecuador, Bolivia, and Peru, EIBAMAZ, which began in 
2005 to contribute to the efforts of the countries and of the Indigenous 
Organizations themselves. 
The objectives established in the EIBAMAZ programme were; (MAEF– 
UNICEF, 2005): 
 To contribute to the UN Millennium Development Goals (MDG 1) by 
reducing poverty and improving the general level of education and 
facilitating the inclusion of the indigenous communities in the economic 
processes of the country. 
 To contribute towards attaining the UN Millennium Development Goals 
(MDG 2) by improving the quality of education at primary level, 
promoting teaching in mother tongue in the indigenous communities, 
and, as a consequence, facilitating the learning of pupils. 
 To strengthen teacher training and the education sector in general. 
 To advance and expand the effective and culturally appropriate use of 
teaching methods, the curriculum and pedagogical materials for 
Intercultural Bilingual Education (EIB). 
 To increase participation in EIB and the awareness of it, paying specific 
attention to the Amazon Region in each of the participant countries. 
 To promote the presence of the indigenous communities and 
organizations in the planning and implementation of the project. 
 To support research related to EIB and to encourage the exchange 
between universities and other academic institutes in Bolivia, Peru, and 
Ecuador. 
 To promote the valuing of indigenous cultures and their languages. 
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To achieve these objectives, three lines of action were established, and they 
produced the following results: 
1. Basic and advanced teacher training in EIB: 
a. Teachers were trained for implementing intercultural learning 
in the classroom. 
b. Teachers were trained and certified in the pedagogical practice 
of EIB. 
2. Applied educational research on EIB: 
a.  The EIB research capacity of the academic units participating 
in the programme was strengthened. 
b.  Advances were made in revitalizing and supporting the 
languages and cultures of the different indigenous peoples and 
incorporating their own skills and knowledge into educational 
practices. 
3. Production of pedagogical materials for EIB: 
a. Materials were produced in indigenous languages for 
systematic basic and advanced teacher training and to be used 
by pupils in EIB. 
 
The adoption of the UN Declaration on the Rights of the Indigenous Peoples 
(Naciones Unidas, 2007) offers a unique international legal framework to 
support and enhance the education systems in order to respond to the needs of 
the indigenous peoples and nationalities, in which the indigenous peoples have 
a leading role in developing their education systems. This is established in the 
following articles: 
Article 14.1: Indigenous peoples have the right to establish and control 
their educational systems and institutions providing education in their 
own languages, in a manner appropriate to their cultural methods of 
teaching and learning. 
Article 14.2: Indigenous individuals, particularly children, have the right 
to all levels and forms of education of the State without discrimination. 
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The adoption of this declaration affirms the efforts that were made in the 
region. The programme has been implemented with a strong focus on the 
Amazon region with the objective of generating learning environments and 
collective work, both based on the circumstances of each country and 
community and on the process of forming a regional supra-national vision. In 
this way, the programme’s work contributes to national priorities, and, at the 
same time, sets strategic lines of regional action. 
It is extremely complex to summarize the advances, thoughts, and issues 
that, based on the programme, have been formed and identified for 
Intercultural Bilingual Education/Inter-Cultural Multilingual Education 
(EIB/EIIP)1 in the region. It is worthwhile to highlight the results in the lines 
of action 1 and 3, which, during these years, have significantly contributed to 
guaranteeing quality education which is linguistically and culturally relevant to 
the participating 17 indigenous peoples and nationalities. Teachers have been 
trained in the use of coordinated bilingualism in the classroom, and 
pedagogical materials have been published in indigenous languages, both 
curricular and supporting the curriculum. The work done in the EIBAMAZ 
programme together with the Ministries of Education, the Indigenous 
Organizations, and the universities, among other key partners, has led to 
identifying public policy options viable for guaranteeing the educational rights 
of the indigenous children and adolescents of the Amazon. These rights are 
accepted by the Ministries of Education of the countries together with the 
Indigenous Organizations. 
This book focuses on Component 2 of the applied educational research on 
EIB/EIIP. It aims to convey the national and regional opinions that have been 
v0iced around this programme. 
From 2005, the EIBAMAZ programme’s aim was that the research would 
be consistent with the indigenous Amazonian reality. It started from the 
premise that the research process should be aligned with reality, which is why 
the methodologies, methods, techniques, and tools utilized in this process 
sought to correspond to the reality we wished to approach. It recognized that 
this reality is special, and thus the research processes must adapt to the 
specifics of the indigenous Amazon peoples and nationalities, sharing many 
characteristics in the three countries. 
                                                        
1 We use the double terminology, given that in Peru and Ecuador it is denominated Intercultural 
Bilingual Education, whereas in Bolivia, according to national legislation, it is denominated 
Inter-Intra-cultural Multilingual Education. 
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The cosmovision of the indigenous Amazon peoples and nationalities 
maintains a close relationship between the people, the surroundings/  
environment, the spiritual world, living together in close communities and 
their structures, as well as the millennial knowledge, all of which form part of 
the everyday reality of the indigenous Amazon peoples: 
 “In our cosmovision, knowledge is one. There is no separation between 
ideology and science, because both explain reality. The West has divided 
reality into «living things » and «lifeless things», and they assume that 
the mountains or things do not have life. We have not divided reality. We 
still believe that the entire universe is alive and participates actively in 
social processes. Westerners have also separated «nature» and call it 
«natural resources», whereas we consider to be part of it. We consider 
this way of thinking about the world as holistic, integral thinking.” 
(UNICEF–EIBAMAZ, 2010) 
This reality has been historically ignored by the predominant cultures in the 
countries, despite the fact that indigenous peoples and nationalities have a 
major presence in them. 
From the point of view of the academic world, in many cases the studies 
done with the indigenous peoples and nationalities were carried out from an 
anthropological or linguistic point of view. However, the Component of 
Applied Research on EIB/EIIP identified the need to implement the research 
process following academic rigour and to be led and performed by the 
indigenous organizations themselves through the representatives, men and 
women, of each tribe. The aim was to find and use an integral approach to 
reality, incorporating not only anthropological and linguistic aspects, but also 
social, cultural, and educational ones. This was achieved through the 
organization of training events for the representatives of the indigenous 
peoples, including the promotion of studying a degree at the Cuenca 
University in Ecuador, and the forming of mixed research teams. In these 
mixed teams, the role of the representatives of each tribe was not that of 
linguistic or cultural translator. Rather they collected information, categorized, 
and analysed it. Furthermore, the role of the representatives was different in 
each country, due to the fact that the research process was brought forward in 
different ways in each country. 
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The two main aspects that make this research relevant are: 
 The applicability of the contents 
 The richness of the process 
 
From the onset of the programme, applicability of research was the target. We 
feel that this goal has been reached with the writing of plans for educational 
curriculums for the indigenous peoples (in the case of Peru and Bolivia), the 
supply of content to the curriculums and pedagogical materials (Bolivia and 
Ecuador), and the organization of in-service and basic teacher training 
(Bolivia, Peru, and Ecuador) on the basis of the results of the research. 
The process of epistemological consideration for conducting the research 
has been an achievement in itself. It has generated ideas and learning to 
achieve a real and relevant approach to the reality of the indigenous peoples 
and nationalities of the Amazon by the academic world. At the same time, 
observations have been made to begin adjusting the epistemological stances to 
this new reality, to better suit the indigenous Amazonian reality. The fruit of 
this process of epistemological reflection was published in 2010 by the 
University of Helsinki, in the form of the book “Approaching indigenous 
knowledge. Complexities of the research processes (2010)”, which collects the 
thoughts on the process, available on the web page of the University of 
Helsinki (http://hdl.handle.net/10138/24844). The book represents the 
beginning of a process of reflection that has not finished. The programme 
continued with the process of collective thought and formulation of this 
emerging new paradigm, a product of epistemological reflection. More 
importantly, it continued with observing the relevance and richness of this 
new form of working, although it cannot be called indigenous epistemology as 
such, since it is an initial approach. 
This research paradigm takes on characteristics of the action research 
paradigm driven by P. Freire in the emancipatory processes brought by 
literacy that aim at studies as promoters of changes. What is more, this 
paradigm seriously questions the positivist or scientific paradigm in the sense 
that it accepts skills and knowledge accumulated over millennia, without the 
rigorous verifications of the positivist paradigm, acknowledging that the 
knowledge possessed by the indigenous Amazon peoples is equally valid, and 
thus deserves to be fully recognized. A clear example of this situation can be 
observed when the research touches upon traditional medicine, or the use of 
medicinal plants. The paradigm that the studies represent accepts the 
Sacona 
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medicinal properties of the plants on the basis of the knowledge and practice 
by the communities. The paradigm accepts that this knowledge has been 
validated by the native peoples themselves through their long experience. This 
knowledge, in many cases accumulated over thousands of years, can be 
something that the indigenous peoples and nationalities can offer to society to 
support it in general. 
This new paradigm seeks to bring about changes and an emancipatory 
process for the people who take part in these changes, but, at the same time, 
its goal is that the indigenous peoples and nationalities themselves lead the 
research process. Furthermore, this process seeks to combine the categories of 
information classification and the paradigms that guide the analysis of the 
information with the realities of the tribes themselves. They are the ones who 
decide what and when to study and how to carry out these studies. It is already 
unthinkable, at least in the region of the EIBAMAZ activities, that research is 
done in the communities without the prior consent of the indigenous 
organizations and without the organizations being the ones who benefit from 
the research process, (as opposed to only the researcher benefiting, as has 
been customary. Equally, the knowledge gained in the studies is no longer the 
property of the person doing the study. We have advanced towards a collective 
recognition of knowledge, towards respecting the intellectual property of the 
native peoples. 
As we continue working, we have noticed that there is still much room for 
improvement in formulating an indigenous epistemology. The research 
continues to be anthropocentric in the sense that it shows the relationship 
between human beings and their surroundings, not as native people 
understand it, but from a point of view of human superiority in respect to their 
surroundings. The permanent intercultural dialogue established by the 
EIBAMAZ programme proves more than ever that through joint and 
coordinated work, and accepting our diversity and difference, it is possible to 
develop indigenous epistemology and to continue working so that it would 
form part of the academic world.  
The book you are now holding aspires to contribute to the epistemological 
reflection on the research of indigenous knowledge. As was noted before, it 
does not seek to present the results of the research but rather contribute to the 
epistemological reflection in the social sciences and specifically to the 
academic work done with the indigenous peoples. It aims to participate in the 
constant process of assigning new meaning to the research methodologies, an 
Preface 
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effort to contribute to many theories and realities, and even more if we accept 
the indigenous reality as diverse and ever-changing (Zemelman, n/d). 
It is in this context that the universities have a responsibility to continue 
contributing to doing research on native peoples, systemizing, valuing, and 
disseminating their cultural and linguistic richness. These studies must 
support indigenous epistemology, which is an objective in itself. At the same 
time, it is a path to carrying out studies that are closer and more appropriate to 
the realities of the indigenous organizations and that serve to strengthen the 
educational processes of EIB/EIIP. The execution of this joint investigative 
work has to contribute towards the construction of national and regional 
intercultural dialogues that in turn contribute to social cohesion and mutual 
respect. Based on their experience of living in harmony with their 
surroundings, the indigenous peoples can make a significant contribution to 
the processes of theoretical construction of the current models of 
development, but even more to the applicability of these models. 
The applicability of these studies has to be determined by the indigenous 
organizations themselves. Moreover, the studies must strive to guarantee what 
has been established in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948), the 
ILO Convention 169 (1989), and The United Nations Universal Declaration on 
the Rights of the Indigenous Peoples (2007), as well as in national agreements 
such as Political Constitutions, Laws of Education etc.  
This book consists of articles written by colleagues that have actively 
participated in the research carried out in the framework of the EIBAMAZ, and 
it sees the special participation of the Guatemalan Mayan colleague who was 
fully engaged in PROEIMCA, a Central American programme with 
characteristics similar to the EIBAMAZ. With the publication of this book, we 
hope that what we have learnt, and the challenges we have faced, during the 
years of implementing the EIBAMAZ project would transcend the limitations 
characteristic of regional work and would contribute to global discussion and 
reflection.  
The ultimate goal of the book is to continue a fundamental debate. We are 
convinced that the indigenous peoples have the right to access and remain in 
the education system, a right to quality education that caters for their cultural 
and linguistic diversity, and a right to education spanning their entire life, - 
something that would indeed promote an intercultural dialogue between 
peers. We firmly believe that through long-term public policies, led jointly by 
the Indigenous Organizations and the States, it is possible to thoroughly fulfil 
the Rights of the Native Peoples and Nationalities. 
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Summary  
This article is an effort to present the thoughts resulting from the Bilingual Education 
Programme in the Amazon Region of Ecuador, Bolivia, and Peru (EIBAMAZ), which 
brought together many institutions, such as the Finnish Government, the University of 
Helsinki, UNICEF, the Governments of Bolivia, Peru, and Ecuador, several indigenous 
Amazonian organizations, as well as and academic institutes. This article is written 
from the perspective of public policy, seeking to show the inequalities existing at 
national level towards the indigenous peoples and nationalities. 
Introduction 
The EIBAMAZ project promotes the inclusion and permanence of indigenous 
Amazonian children in the national education systems, strengthening their 
identity and cultural and linguistic diversity according to article 30 of the 
Convention on the Rights of the Child, which states:  
“In those States in which ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities of 
persons of indigenous origins exist, a child belonging to such minority or 
who is indigenous shall not be denied the right, in community with other 
members of his or her group, to enjoy his or her own culture, to profess 
and practise his or her own religion, or to use his or her own language”. 
(UNICEF, 1990) 
The Convention is a work of fiction written by a UNICEF official, and therefore 
its statements should be questioned, separating that which forms part of 
professional functions from that which corresponds to the exclusive 
responsibility of the person who writes it in a free, emancipatory, and creative 
condition. I appreciate his indulgence. To make myself understood, I would 
like to talk about a country called Licuador - inexistent, an imaginary state, 
without any similarity to reality or to real people. Yet, it will serve to recreate 
and illustrate the complexity of the challenges faced by intercultural bilingual 
education in the Andean region. 
Licuador is a country in which many diverse and complex cultures coexist. 
It is a society that learns, but many times in an erratic and truly 
incomprehensible way at first look. However, approximately five years ago, a 
stable government has been installed at last, which regains its governing 
function and constructs the National Plan for Well-Being, in which the Sumak 
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Kawsay1 opens the Pandora’s box of an uncertain and inspiring 
transformation. The origin and location of the name Licuador is unknown. 
Some suggest turning to literature to better understand it as well as the minds 
of its population in this magical and surreal world. Others affirm that Licuador 
exists because it has the capacity to crush and endure everything, because it is 
a country where the entire institutional prehistory coexists simultaneously in a 
great cultural and temporal diversity, in a Baroque and rococo labyrinth, 
communal, feudal, illicit, extractivist, mercantile, capitalist, post-neoliberal, 
and metaphysical. It is a country in which only in the year 2001 an Amazonian 
people, not contacted previously, the Taromenani, was discovered. 
This article analyses the challenges faced by the educational policy of 
Licuador in order to put into practice the legal and constitutional mandates 
related to intercultural education and intercultural bilingual education. It 
sheds some guiding light on the dialogue and on the writing of agreements 
oriented at including the issue of intercultural bilingual education in the 
context of new constitutional, legal, and normative frames. 
Serious challenges persist in the way of transforming and modernizing 
public institutions, of responding to the new models of management, and of 
them having a sustainable impact with the quality and criteria of governability, 
in the framework of a national Project guided by claims of meritocracy and 
equality. In addition to the mandates rooted in interculturality, gender 
equality, and human rights:  
“(t)he extent and the effects of such institutional reform are yet to be seen. 
A process of reorganization of the state infrastructure is underway, 
covering changes of institutional, normative, and ideological nature, in 
which multiple social and political parties interact. Said process would 
evolve more fluently if the government sent more open signals in the 
dialogue with society. And after the constitutional process, the lack of 
political will by government authorities to recognize the place of the so-
cial organizations in the democratic struggle has been made all the more 
visible”. (Ramírez Gallegos, 2011) 
At the crossroads of reaching for the new model of the State, there is a clear 
agreement in respect to the need to implement universal policies rooted in the 
equality of rights, even though this universalist and egalitarian view often has 
                                                        
1 The term Ajq’ij in the Mayan language Mam mean Spiritual Guide. 
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the tendency of losing the criterion of specificity and the inequality of origin. 
Licuador’s public policy is under construction. 
This article suggests that supplementary paths exist as far as universality 
and specificity are concerned. These paths would permit the articulation of 
universal educational policies that pay attention to the particular features of 
Intercultural Bilingual Education. 
This article offers input to a social dialogue seeking to recognize the parties 
involved and promoting meeting points and understanding, considering the 
parties as the central axis of educational policy: it is an invitation to laugh at 
ourselves in order to start listening and creating. 
2 Socio-political context 
Licuador is a country that generates many riches thanks to the petrol, mining, 
timber production, along with monocultures like banana, coffee, cocoa, and 
African oil palm, among others. Its extractivist economic model drives into an 
accelerated process of globalization in uncertain conditions from the point of 
view of long-term sustainable development, but apparently necessary in the 
short-term to finance the National Plan of Good Living. There is still no 
precise social agreement in respect to the fate of the country or the potential 
profits that the population will have with continuing to favour this model of 
development. Many thinkers explore other alternatives and ways to think 
about Good Living. 
Even if, at present, Licuador is considered a country of upper middle 
income (according to the criteria of the World Bank) and clearly shows a 
crescent availability of resources originated especially from the extractivist 
processes, the social inequity is unacceptable. The Gini index that measures 
inequalities reaches a number of 0.78 for land ownership (The National 
Information System of Ecuador, SNI 2012) and the Gini index for income 
shows a national average of 0.47 and an average of 0.57 in the Amazon region. 
If we analyse the income by deciles, we find that the first (and poorest) decile 
represents 1.43% of the national income, while the tenth (and richest) decile 
represents 35.3% of the national income. (SIISE, 2012). 
In Licuador, the collapse of the neoliberal model in 1999 (Correa, 2010) 
generated criticism towards the model of the State and was a seed for the 
subsequent Citizen’s Revolution promoted by the current Government. One of 
the ideological pillars of these transformations is expressed in the introduction 
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of the concept of the Sumak Kawsay as a utopian perspective of the national 
project. It makes its leaders and citizens think that, under the cover of a new 
current of thought marked by the Sumak Kawsay, it is possible to have hopes 
and to dream about a future where the rules of the game are revised between 
human beings and nature and between the human beings themselves. This 
possibility of imagining a utopia for the future is a quality that in other regions 
of the world has been lost in a cold winter. But in Licuador, even without much 
foundation, innocence nourishes hope and the great social agreement called 
the constitution is an expression of it. 
 
Figure 1. Constitution of the Republic of Licuador 
 
 
3 Composition of the population and social actors 
According to the data of the last census (2010), the population of Licuador is 
highly diverse. The population is formed mostly by the mestizo population 
(72%), the indigenous population (8%), the Montubia population (7%), white 
(6%), Afro-Ecuadorian (4%), mulatto (2%), and black (1%). This shows the 
ample, diverse, and rich culture that the country has. Similarly, we can 
observe that the most negative educational indicators focus on certain 
CONSTITUTION OF THE REPUBLIC OF LICUADOR PREFACE
WE, MEN AND WOMEN, the sovereign people of Licuador
RECOGNIZING our millennial roots, forged by women and men of 
different peoples, CELEBRATING nature, the Pacha Mama, of which 
we form part and which is vital to our existence, INVOKING the name 
of God and recognizing our diverse forms of religion and spirituality, 
APPEALING to the wisdom of all the cultures that enrich us as a 
society, as INHERITORS of the social battles of liberation in the face 
of all forms of domination and colonialism, and with a profound 
compromise with the present and the future…
We decide to build 
A new form of civic coexistence, in diversity and harmony with 
nature, to reach well-being, the sumak kawsay…
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determined groups of the population. The completion of primary education 
among the indigenous population is only 51.6%, in comparison with 79.3% of 
the national average, while the white population has the highest rate of 
completing primary education, 83.6%. As far as secondary education is 
concerned, the rate of completion is only 11% among the indigenous 
population, compared with the national average of 36.2% and a 43.8% rate 
for the white population. Finally, according to the survey on living conditions 
of 2008, the completion of higher education among the indigenous 
population is only 3.8%, in comparison with the national average of 17.4% and 
the average of 23.3% among the white population. (INEC, 2010). 
In order to understand EIB in Licuador, it is fundamental to think about its 
actors. The discourse of the citizen’s revolution requires that state authorities 
and citizens are equal in the face of Law and the State. This leads to the fact 
that the public planners and the private sector in particular see the topic of 
diversity as a ‘hindrance’ to development. The tendency is to take an 
instrumental look on the condition of the indigenous people, forgetting or 
avoiding the history, the vulnerabilities, and the discriminations they have 
been subjected to from the part of the hegemonic culture. For these social 
actors, the topic consists of identifying “civilizatory” mechanisms aimed at 
assimilating indigenous and Afro-descendant cultural differences into a national 
culture. Among these social actors we can mention especially those who are in 
charge of public planning and who participate in the extractive economic 
processes which often take place in the territories that have traditionally 
formed part of the indigenous world. These actors do not recognize this reality 
due to their focus on economic expediency. They justify their acts with the 
“common good”. 
On the other hand, we can affirm that the church of Licuador has its own 
voice and warns the citizens of the importance of preserving the precept of 
educational freedom where the families can decide on the type of education 
they want for their children, be they aspirations of creed, religion, culture, 
ethnicity, or vocation. In this sense, the Licuadorian church makes the 
indigenous question clearer, recognizing its diversity in order to acknowledge 
that it is special. 
The armed forces, in turn, are very sensitive on the indigenous question due 
to their knowledge of the territory and the vulnerable circumstances in which 
the population lives. This is particularly the case in the territories of the 
northern border where the internal conflict of Colombia and the illicit 
economies have a direct effect on the most vulnerable population, especially 
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the indigenous population that has historically inhabited these territories. 
Although we can affirm that the sensitivity of the armed forces with the 
indigenous peoples and nationalities is an added value, we should not hope 
much from its relationship with the population, given that its principal 
“sensitivity” resides implicitly in guaranteeing conditions under which 
extractive projects can be carried out with the least amount of conflict 
possible. 
Finally, we can note that the area of education is currently ruled by a 
discourse affirming that the vicious circle of poverty must be broken. Poor 
quality education is offered to the poorest, which is why intercultural bilingual 
education must be re-introduced in the national policies of quality. These 
policies focus on identifying a minimum standard in Spanish and 
mathematics, without taking into consideration other factors or realities, such 
as native languages or the conditions in which the indigenous citizenry and 
population live. The policies revolve around the fact that everyone should be 
able to ‘compete’ on equal footing in a public management scheme that 
continues to promote educational excellence from the point of view of 
individuality and the market, even when the discourse in the models of 
development presented for the country “bets” for the other educational model. 
For the moment, we are not trying to argue for or against the abovementioned 
social actors. Instead, it is important to acknowledge that there is a diversity of 
actors that are not recognized, and thus it is still not possible to form channels 
of dialogue that would help to build a common vision of the future in respect to 
the fate of EIB in Licuador. According to the Economic Commission for Latin 
America (CEPAL): 
“If we continue to promote economic growth without making efforts at 
equality, we will generate a negative effect on social cohesion and 
inclusion, which in turn will have an effect on the integral development of 
the country. This would emphasize inequality, leading to the continuing 
growth in the pockets of population at the margin of development, and 
the Latin-American societies would become more and more unjust”. 
(CEPAL 2010) 
The work driven by the Andean countries (Bolivia, Peru, and Ecuador) through 
the EIBAMAZ programme allowed to demonstrate that when articulated 
actions of social inclusion are promoted in the area of education, preserving 
and strengthening the identities of the indigenous peoples and nationalities in 
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the framework of national policies of universal nature, it is possible to generate 
conditions for a less asymmetric dialogue between the hegemonic cultures and 
the so-called “native” cultures. It is also possible to build, in a creative way, 
solutions that promote the inclusion, dialogue, and participation of the ethnic 
groups in national projects. Based on the ethics of human rights and the work 
done in the EIBAMAZ, we can affirm that any solution should be pursued 
together with the indigenous peoples and nationalities. If the opposite 
happens, their extinction as cultural identities will be imminent, and the 
country would remain highly unequal, fragmented, violent2, and inefficient in 
its social composition. 
4 Educational tendencies in Licuador 
The tendency in the second half of the twentieth century has been clearly 
marked by an increment in the schooling of the country. The first decade of 
the 21st century has significantly deepened this tendency. 
“A meaningful signal is the revalorization of the educational sector, after 
a critical diagnosis of its quality and equality. On rare occasion does 
education appear so sharply valued as key to development and social 
responsibility. The decision made is final, and it exceeds the sector to 
integrate a State discourse. Favouring education is accompanied by the 
new norm, the Ten-Year Plan, the support and stability of the authorities, 
and the supply of resources.” (Luna, 2010) 
Even though important efforts have been made to reform public responsibility 
to guarantee the right to education, clear and profound inequalities persist if 
we look at the level of school attendance according to native ethnicity. The 
analysis on the public investment in the indigenous peoples and nationalities 
(Sánchez, 2011) shows the need to reduce the historical gaps in the educational 
field, suggesting that these policies will only have an impact in the framework 
of a national strategy of equality that would consider educational policies in 
addition to comprehensive economic and social policies. The cited document 
emphasizes the need to take affirmative action on teacher training of the 
indigenous peoples and nations of Ecuador, given that their opportunities of 
                                                        
2 The recognition of the Other is without a doubt a form of violence that generates a posteriori 
more violence. 
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access to teacher training cannot be assured by the mechanisms of supply and 
demand. The teacher training carried out by the EIBAMAZ Programme 
exposed the need to bring the indigenous organizations and the academic 
world closer together in specific training programmes to guarantee the 
qualification of indigenous teachers that speak other languages and live in 
territories that do not form part of the market and are not an object of 
interest for mestizo teachers trained in cities. 
 
Figure 2. Completion of educational cycles by ethnicity (percentage), 2011 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Elaboration mine, based on the SITSE. 
 
Although the national average shows an access rate of 91.3% at five years of 
age, among the indigenous population access is limited to 89.1%. Among the 
population of 14-year olds, the gap widens: 86% being the national average 
and 80.3% for the indigenous population. To conclude, I would like to 
underline the difference among 17 year olds attending an educational 
establishment: 67.8% is the national average compared to 59.6% among the 
indigenous population. At the national level, there are no substantial gender 
differences, although we can see the tendency of women having greater access 
to basic education and college, while males are more likely to experience 
pressure to enter the labour force early. (SIISE, 2012) 
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The historical tendency makes us optimistic in respect to the quality of 
education, recognizing beforehand that access is its prime indicator. However, 
if it is explored in a more analytical way, important challenges remain in 
respect to other factors, among which falling behind in school continues to be 
a serious factor of inequality. 
As an example, we can observe the social mobilization driven by the 
Ministry of Education through the system of intercultural bilingual education 
of Sucumbíos that produced some data on the search for indigenous boys and 
girls excluded from education. In a sample of 57 Kichwa and Shuar 
communities, it was determined that (660 NNA) approximately 22% of boys 
and girls between the ages of five to 17 were outside the education system: 
 
Figure 3.  Number of Kichwa and Shuar boys and girls between the ages of five and 
   17 from Sucumbíos outside the education system according to the age of 
   the excluded child. 
 
 
 
Source: Summary by the Provincial Department for Intercultural Bilingual 
Education of Sucumbíos – DIPEIB-S (2011). 
 
The work done in the programme showed that it is still necessary to double the 
efforts so that policies of educational equality correct specific historical 
imbalances that are not remedied simply with universal policies, but rather 
with policies of equality that start from the differences and work towards equal 
opportunities of access and permanency in the educational systems. 
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school would be reconstructed from the perspective of the individuals and 
guarantors of the rights. It was demonstrated that this analysis was of great 
value at the moment of mobilizing actors, identifying areas of 
responsibility, and supporting mechanisms of coordination and the return 
of rights (Vohlonen, 2012). 
An application of policies aimed at preserving the inclusion of all, men and 
women, must be considered as a first indicator of the quality of education for 
the society of Licuador. This implies modifying the systems of information of 
the Ministry of Education in order to change the module of ‘desertion’ for a 
module that yields a count of the exclusions from the perspective of the 
individuals and the guarantors of their education, identifying different 
sources of exclusion. ‘Desertion’ is a term that is used to express the free 
action of a citizen that abandons a military force despite the sanctions and 
consequences of this action, among other meanings. A deserter is a fugitive 
that has opted for it. It is difficult to apply this definition to boys, girls, and 
adolescents that cannot freely choose to go to school or not to go. The concept 
hides the naturalization of the exclusion, as if this was a responsibility of the 
subject of the rights and not of the guarantor, which may lead to imply a lack 
of action from the part of the authorities in charge. 
Another challenge posed to the educational agenda stems from working in a 
systematic form to achieve the gradual reduction of falling behind in school 
with its virtuous consequences in the educational system, including greater 
efficiency of the social investment in education. Formulating these policies of 
equality and guaranteeing human rights forms part of a historical tension. 
At the same time, the education system is feeling the stress of better 
achievements and quality standards focused on the excellence of 
individuals. This tendency runs the risk of creating pressure for academic 
achievement which in turn creates a regressive factor in the public investment. 
In this scenario, reward is bestowed on those who possess the prerequisites 
that guarantee the quality of their learning, while the population at greater risk 
could be seen excluded from the national project of excellence. 
That said, in order to reach these goals of inclusion (i.e. the reduction of 
falling behind in school and the modification of exclusionary practices in 
education) it is necessary to analyse the institutional conditions that can make 
these efforts viable. In current conditions, the nation has a constitutional and 
legal frame that acknowledges the specificity of the intercultural bilingual 
education system and its role in guaranteeing educational rights. However, 
this legal frame is not implemented in the regulations and functional 
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structures of the Ministry of Education. The Ministry encourages 
homogeneous school districts and circuits for the entire country, in which boys 
and girls form part of an educational process as clients and users 
(Fundamental Functional Regulation of the Ministry of Education). 
Unfortunately, a few years will pass before new winds of universality and 
equality will put pressure on institutional structures to build institutional 
capacity and instruments, sensitive to diversity being part of, and contributing 
to, the strength of the educational system. 
5 Educational challenges rising from EIB 
In the meantime, the society of Licuador will be able to nourish its educational 
thinking by presenting a deconstruction of learning from the paradigms of 
communication, solidarity, and power. 
The model of Intercultural Bilingual Education tries to reconstruct the 
educational event from the individual who learns. The force of the 
circumstances, the isolation of its communities, the rural model of cultural 
reproduction and that of the native tongue, among other factors, forced the 
educational system to adapt to these conditions. Its requirements make 
evident the importance of the male Other (the community, the boy, the girl) 
and the female Other (space, the jungle, sacred time, and the time of 
harvesting and celebrations). Starting from the recognition of otherness, it is 
thus possible to re-think the relations of communication in the places of 
education historically marked by nineteenth-century practices of banking and 
patriarchal education (Freire, 1972). 
In Licuador, every Saturday the weekly political analysis is broadcast by the 
Republic together with a considerable delegation of the different State 
departments. Every civil servant in Licuador is eagerly awaiting the speech: 
Who knows if this time it is us and if the public massacres us!” The President 
observes us. From the control room he watches how the signal lights go out. 
These lights allow him to put each ministry on alert and ask them of records 
of each move they make. The ministries contract consultants to monitor 
activities, so that the president is made aware of these and can enact ‘damage 
control’ measures before it is in public through the habitual Saturday speech of 
the president. 
The ministries of the State cannot sleep. They run to school, excuse me, to 
their ministries and quickly infect their subordinates with this anxiety and 
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fear. And, so, the cascade of power legitimizes the educational practices 
preoccupied with guarding and punishing (Foucault, 2002). This attitude is 
transmitted face to face, and the school treats brutally the teachers, men, 
women, and children. 
The study of human biology in the field of neuroscience indicates that when 
a four or two-footed (it makes no difference) mammal is faced with a situation 
of danger, fear, risk, or threat, the brains automatically close the veins that 
supply blood to the body  concentrating its capacity to oxygenate the reptilian 
brain that we all have. This reptilian brain concentrates on the basic 
principles of self-preservation and survival. Faced with the threat of a teacher, 
faced with the fear produced by the school, the pupils abandon the use of their 
mammal brains (with an immeasurable learning capacity) and only make use 
of the reptilian brain that allows them to ‘preserve themselves’. Their reactions 
are limited to avoiding risk and acting on fear. The pupils learn to please the 
leader of the herd (the teacher) and are not permitted to think as mammals. 
Fear becomes one of the worst enemies of learning. The systems of reward and 
sanction activate heteronomy in particular. The only stimulus to learn is 
presented by the possibility of feeling included in the act with the purpose of 
pleasing him who wields power. We train obedient and functional boys and 
girls. 
Even though I have made an ‘allegorical’ description of the contributions of 
neuroscience (Coleman, 2006), what is important to emphasize is that 
scientific research gives us arguments to discard from our minds the old 
maxim that says ‘spare the rod and spoil the child’ to substitute it in our 
imaginations with ‘you learn by laughing’. We still do not know how much 
harm is caused by violence and the arbitrary use of power in teaching, but we 
can speculate that this factor profoundly affects the quality of our education. 
To guide and control learning and to show its competence, the Ministry of 
Education installs complex systems of information. The objective is to evaluate 
(or rather measure) the teachers and pupils, to mark the standard in order to 
control rather than to guide. ‘Only what is evaluated is taught’ (Bangay, 2007), 
is a maxim of certain analysts of educational policies. Under this criterion, it 
would suffice to fix a standard that would be enough to write a curriculum and 
then produce school texts that reproduce a structured sequence of algorithms. 
This would result in the quality of education improving automatically. 
The education system leans towards controlling learning events. Teachers 
are expected to be good education workers and to follow the steps in an 
adequate way (Díaz Barriga & Inclán Espinosa 2001). His relation with the 
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world and the child is instrumental. The result: trained pupils. In contrast to 
this mind-set of relationships of power and learning, we find in the postulates 
of the bilingual education system as a seed of another possible teacher: the 
artisan teacher. The artisan teacher has a quality: he is capable of acting 
according to the situation and the resources at his disposal. He demands 
that everyone takes care of each other, and uses his circumstances to mediate 
his teaching. This attitude guarantees relevance as a necessary condition for 
quality teaching.  
A few days ago a teacher from the Amazon region approached me to tell me 
how he had resolved the problem of performance standards that the fourth 
grade curriculum prescribes. According to it, every child should know what a 
tourist and telephone guide is! 
In that community there is no landline telephones. There may be light with 
some luck and only a very knowledgeable tourist ventures there. 
In the end, his solution was to write an address book with all the addresses 
of children. Then they made a map and wrote down the mobile phone 
numbers. After this, he asked them to do a tourist guide of their community, 
imagining that some children of another school would like to know this 
community. They made two leaflets as a product of their work. 
The working teacher most certainly limited his work to reproducing the 
example of the freely distributed school text, without adjusting his pedagogical 
practice to match the reality, surroundings, and the linguistic and cultural 
diversity of the region. Thus, the collective imagination forms a picture of an 
educational system of excellent quality that teaches children, teachers, and 
ministers to please the power. 
The worker-teacher loses his head with the pupils of the last row because 
they do not learn or pay any attention. The worker-teacher knows that on the 
day of the national exam, it is better to ask them to be absent and stay at home. 
The national education system still does not realise the problem of falling 
behind in school. A third of the country’s boys and girls of 14 years of age are 
at a theoretical level adequate for their age, while the other third is at a lower 
level, and the last third is not at school. 
If we continue down the road of the out-of-control, individualist 
meritocratic rationale of the liberal States, we will achieve nothing more than 
perpetuating a process of social transformation that will allow us to transit 
from a feudal, magical, and pre-modern thinking to a patriarchal, 
heteronomous, individualist, unequal, mercantile, and utilitarian society. The 
means adopted by the government to stratify the pupils according to their 
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academic achievement offers a prime example of these ideals. It is worth 
noticing how a fierce tension is generated among the inhabitants of this country 
when the families try to get their children in the emblematic public schools but 
they do not get in because their academic grades are not sufficient. The result is 
that we have ‘first-class and second-class schools’, which implies that in the 
near future we will have first-class and second-class citizens. The education 
of a democratic society living together should guarantee that the educational 
institutions function as places of sharing among all the members of society, 
without generating prior or deterministic differentiations. The result is clear 
from the very onset. Only those who have prior experience of life and an 
acceptable socio-economic and cultural background will get in to the 
emblematic schools located in their familiar surroundings, while it will be less 
and less probable that pupils coming from low or lower middle economic 
backgrounds will gain admission to said educational institutions. 
The Intercultural and Bilingual Education model is not based on an 
exclusive concession to the country’s indigenous and Afro-descendant peoples 
and nationalities, but rather a concession and a reference to reform the 
meritocratic, utilitarian, mercantilist, patriarchal, hierarchic, clientelist, 
controlling, and hegemonic model that currently predominates. In Licuador, I 
dare say, the quality of education is of the best possible quality to continue 
perpetuating a patriarchal and clientelist system of inequalities and exclusions. 
In school, the boys and girls learn to please power. That is what they learn in 
essence.  
The meagre experience of the Intercultural Bilingual Education System with 
less than 25 years of history in Licuador, has been marked by an asymmetric 
connection to the national education system. Even though it has been wrongly 
accused of autonomy, inefficiency, and poor quality, it has been a fundamental 
and historic experience for the State and the Indigenous Organizations in 
respect to participation, inclusion, and governability. The negotiation between 
governments and intercultural bilingual education focused on the reform of 
the space of participation “per se” instead of the negotiation on the educational 
model and the criteria of investment. 
What can we do to reinvent ourselves and get out of this maze? The country 
makes great efforts to rewrite a dogma that revolves around well-being, or 
being good (including the relationships between Man and nature), though 
unfortunately it lacks the necessary experience to put in place and 
institutionalize the thinking of the Sumak Kawsay. Furthermore, the pragmatic 
thinking of power inevitably ends up falling back to the instruments and 
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mechanisms of action learnt in the private sector and the instrumentalization 
of the citizens. This apparent schizophrenia between the good intentions of the 
country, its institutions, laws, regulations, and institutional cultures requires a 
historical process intended explicitly for building strategies alongside the 
management and guidance mechanisms so as not to fall into the old tools and 
strategies learnt in past decades. This challenge is beyond a government (that 
has carried out exceedingly important advances). It puts us into the field of 
the cultural change of a society that learns as a whole to guarantee human 
rights and the coexistence of diversity. If we looked at the historical past of 
the country, we could make an allegorical reference to the school. During the 
neoliberal period (1980–2006), public service abandoned its responsibilities, 
just as teachers abandoned schools. During the new period marked by the 
current government (2007–2012), it has been possible to rebuild public 
responsibility, just as teachers have returned to classrooms. That said, these 
teachers need to put order after so many years of mismanagement, yet, 
unfortunately, they end up resorting to the same mechanisms of power 
(control and sanction) in order to rebuild their authority. However, both in the 
civil service and the school, the challenge remains to reconstruct authority and 
responsibility, starting from the forms of communication and power that do 
not copy the patriarchal model, but rather explore models of behaviour 
centred on solidarity and equality, and in the construction of autonomy 
instead or heteronomy. For the moment, an instrumental rationality reigns 
that justifies and rewrites the means guided towards control, without taking 
into account the differences and richness of the cultural and linguistic 
diversity. ‘Because knowledge as regulation ceased to predominate over 
knowledge as emancipation’ (Sousa Santos, 2008). Every day these 
mechanisms of control become more sophisticated and demand more time, 
attention, and dedication from the teachers. Yet, how little have we done to 
allow the dialogue of knowledge to reinvent the reality with paradigms that not 
only pass off as blind and individualist efficiency, but think systematically in 
the recognition of the Other, in the building of trust, the promotion of 
solidarity, equilibrium, happiness, cohesion, and the national agreement so 
necessary to continue advancing. 
In order to feed the educational revolution that steers us towards the 
Sumak Kawsay, the Law of Education of Licuador notes that there ought to 
exist a National Council of Education and a Multinational Council of 
Intercultural Bilingual Education. The founding of this National Council points 
towards a certain mode of governing and a joint construction of a participatory 
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system. However, up to now, there are little signs that said instances of 
government would be installed under the Ministry of Education. 
Although the current leaders in charge of the Licuadorian State have taken 
firm steps in rebuilding the collective imagination in the framework of a 
democratic and communal project, its instrumental rationality,  patriarchal 
structures, and history of poor governance make it difficult for it to open to the 
honest dialogue of Well-Being in which the first thing is to accept the Other, 
diversity, everyone as equals, and supporting joint work. 
The current government made a wise choice when it opened the Pandora’s 
box with the magical key of the Sumak Kawsay, or Well-Being, and unleashed 
a sensation of change into the collective imagination - of change for the better 
and one that lets us dream of what we yearn for. 
“To put it in very simple terms, Well-Being is the synthesis of the country 
that we deserve. The path towards Well-Being consists of change in itself. 
Change starts at the moment when each of us begins to change our own 
life, carefully, respectfully, responsibly, to connect ourselves to the good 
world that we deserve. Each step we take on this path is a cause for 
celebration.” (Jara, 2011) 
When we imagine this utopia, we resort to being critical towards the 
development presented by the economic theories of the last 50 years that have 
displaced the concept of what is human for the market and systematically 
pillaged on the means of life of other groups of people, destroying their ways of 
adapting to their environment, de-structuring and separating societies, means 
of socialization, and social stability. 
When we imagine this utopia, we also resort to an emotion, a social inter-
subjectivity that guides the action and the construction of meanings. The 
teacher’s leadership illustrates the type of leadership that is required by a 
society that learns. He is a generator of knowledge, a facilitator of skills, 
abilities, and competence, but is also stern, hierarchical, and paternalistic. But, 
actually, what we wish from him is that he would also be a builder of senses, 
values, a modeller of habits and behaviour, of symbols and metaphors. 
We want a classroom where children and citizens feel at ease, without fear. 
We want a school that works systematically on inclusion as a public pedagogy, 
and for this to be its explicit goal, shared with the reduction of inequalities 
caused by background. We want a school/society where it is a scandal to know 
that there is a child excluded, and where in turn we understand that quality is 
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a sociological phenomenon - the goal of which is to achieve the advancement 
of the entire human group, working together responsibly. This implies 
picturing a classroom where the collective responsibility is to achieve that 
everyone gets ahead. This is solidarity of excellence, countering excessive 
competitiveness. 
We want a school that moulds identities, that works with a sense of history 
and with actors that ought to be respected for the difference in their rhythms 
of learning, their forms of expression, and their emotions. We want a school 
where everyone takes care of each other, weaving webs of solidarity beyond 
their own enclosure. We want a school integrated into a system that protects 
childhood, a school integrated into fundamental services, and the search of 
happiness of the territory it is immersed in. We want a school/society that 
takes care of its children, as a mother does. 
We also want a school/society in which the inequalities are brought to light 
in order to unravel the illusions that have sustained them. We want to give 
back the children their condition of learning, being interested, intelligent, and 
emotional individuals. We want the women participating, not being 
instruments of the mechanist and instrumentalist public policies, but as the 
centre of connectivity in the world of life – as happiness and abundance, as 
care and gratitude, as fortitude and willpower, as nutrition and harmony. We 
want a society where being mestizo, black, or white does not mean not having 
or lacking a ‘future’ before birth. We want a society where the diversity of 
beauty gives pleasure; where truth is built with the truths of all and where the 
good is established in the horizon that the teacher shapes by example, proof, 
and perseverance. 
We want a school/society where language is not a factor of exclusion but a 
fertile ground for expressing life and where the scientific-technical discourses 
that are now meant for only a chosen few can be returned to the world of life, 
the right holders, thought-out and worked on. We want a society that demands 
from science not only precision and rigour in its knowledge and instruments, 
but above all that the knowledge, instruments, and science that is produced 
will be used towards democratizing power, to empower the excluded. We want 
scientific and technical knowledge for the individuals, not only over the 
individuals valued as their utilitarian function as human capital. 
I wish these words help in forming an image of education pointing towards 
the Sumak Kawsay. This concept has invaded the public stage and converts 
itself into a national goal, guiding public planning. Each of us interprets, 
rewrites, and adjusts our point of view to the Sumak Kawsay, starting a wide 
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national debate on the fate of the country. The Sumak Kawsay is based on a 
hermetical universe where the interests and aspirations of its members are 
renegotiated. The fragmentation of the society of Licuador turns all eyes to 
look for a common point, regardless of the differences. Thus we can settle 
our conflicts and once again create an opportunity for the excluded majority 
on the face of the Earth. 
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Summary 
This article reflects on the experience of the social construction of pertinent 
curriculums and the author’s technical and political cooperation with the indigenous 
organizations of the Tsimane’ High Council, the Tsimane Mosetén Regional Council, 
The Centre for Takana Indigenous Peoples, the Organization of Mosetén 
Indigenous Peoples and the Sub-centre of the Movima Indigenous Peoples. The work 
has been financed by the Finnish Government, supported by UNICEF, and 
executed in Bolivia by the PROEIB Andes of the San Simón University of 
Cochabamba. In these five years, five indigenous or regional curriculums have been 
written, anticipated in the new Bolivian educational law Avelino Siñani, and issued in 
December 2010 by the pluri-national state of Bolivia. On the basis of studies done on 
indigenous knowledge (2006–2009) that saw the participation of indigenous 
investigators of each of the peoples, suitable curriculums have been written for each 
of these Amazon nationalities. Approximately 125 bilingual teachers have been 
trained, and pedagogical materials based on the knowledge of these peoples have 
been produced. 
The central part of this article deals with the geopolitics of knowledge and the 
strategies used in education, both indigenous and in school. In this sense, it reflects on 
the epistemological construction of the territories of the Native Community Lands of 
these indigenous peoples, their knowledge systems, management of natural resources, 
its educational promoters, and the methodologies they utilize. It also analyses the 
spatial and epistemological constructions that the school has historically realized in 
classrooms. 
In the second part, it analyses the group of subjects that go to school and, where  
beyond information and knowledge transmitted by education, human beings are 
formed in a process in which symbolic violence prevails and where the ethical values of 
the indigenous cultures have been almost disregarded, something that EIBAMAZ 
precisely aims to reverse. 
The third part analyses the processes of production of school texts based on the 
cultures and practical knowledge of the indigenous societies, taking into consideration 
the existing relationships between the oral and written, the graphic representation of 
the indigenous children and the design of the texts. 
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1 Geopolitics of school knowledge and education 
Colonialism forms part of modernity, of the thinking that dictates a political 
model, of the system of knowledge that pretends to be universal and attempts 
to impose a model of society and a hegemonic style of life over other people 
and different societies that have different dreams, aspirations, wishes, and 
values. Soon after the military conquest of the colonies in Abya Yala, started a 
period Ricards (2004) calls the 'spiritual conquest', during which it was 
necessary to intervene and actually suppress the religious systems of the 
indigenous peoples, change their social structures of political power, and 
transform their epistemological events along with their educational systems. 
The colonial society tried to reproduce in America the socioeconomic and 
political paradigms of the metropolises of the old world. Yet, even without the 
desired success, this society had to take responsibility of the symbolic and 
social universe of the conquered new world. 
As Foucault (2002) points out, in Europe, modernity was radically changing 
the systems of domination and the wielding of power. In modern societies the 
strategies of power undergo a series of transformations, and violence, except in 
situations that are considered urgent, has ceased to be the method of direct 
and physical confrontation between civil society and the sovereign that ruled 
over the old legal and police regime. The body has disappeared as the object of 
penal repression, at the same time as the old spectacle of public punishment 
was substituted with the secret of the prison. In modern days, we witness how 
punishment moves towards more efficient and integral forms of 
administration of life. It ceases to dominate the body through direct conflict 
and begins to build an iron system of disciplining the spirit, as a form of 
administering bodies and ideas with more efficiency. The essence of the 
sentence that the judges pass do not consist of punishing anymore, but of 
correcting, reforming, and channelling life as a general preventive system with 
techniques of social construction of the opinions. In modern societies, the 
wielding of power is directed more towards life than body, and an army of 
technicians and social scientists have substituted the old executioner. The 
atonement that the punishment was supposed to cause in the body was 
subjected to a strategy that acts in profoundness over the heart, over the will 
and the desire. In this form, punishment no longer operates over what has 
been done, but over whom the individuals are, will be, and can be. The new 
question that modernity poses to the criminal is not What have you done? 
anymore, but Who are you? It is about affirming that the spirit and the wish 
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are not an illusion or an ideological effect, but a reality that exists for the 
power that is wielded over the individual, and, above all, over those who are 
guarded, educated, and corrected - that is to say, the children, students, and 
the colonized. 
“The mind as a surface of inscription for power, with semiology as its tool, 
the submission of bodies through the control of ideas; the analysis of 
representations as a principle in a politics of bodies that was much more 
effective than the ritual anatomy of torture and execution…A stupid 
despot may constrain his slaves with iron chains; but a true politician 
binds them even more strongly by the chains of their own ideas; it is at the 
stable point of reason that he secures the end of the chain; this link is all 
the stronger in that we do not know of what it is made and we believe it to 
be our own work; despair and time eat away the bonds of iron and steel, 
but they are powerless against the habitual union of ideas, they can only 
tighten it still more: and on the soft fibres of the brain is founded the 
unshakeable base of the soundest of Empires.” (Foucault, 2002) 
These new forms of exercising the power that modernity imposes form part of 
the ones that Michel Foucault denominate as the microphysics of power. It is 
a power that utilizes multiform techniques and instruments, that is not 
localized in any defined type of institution nor an actual state apparatus. This is 
a new vision of social power that is conceived not as a form of property, but as 
a permanent strategy. It does not reflect the dominant class’s appropriation of 
a system of privileges anymore, but of dispositions, manoeuvres, tactics, 
techniques, and functions, that constitute a network of social relations, 
constantly tense and in action, having 
“as its model a perpetual battle rather than a contract regulating a 
transaction or the conquest of a territory (…) this power is exercised 
rather than possessed, it is not the ‘privilege’, acquired or preserved, of 
the dominant class, but the overall effect of its strategic positions an effect 
that is manifested and sometimes extended by the position of those who 
are dominated (…) these relations go right down into the depths of 
society, that they are not localized in the relations between the state 
and its citizens or on the frontier between classes.” (Foucault, 2002) 
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On the other hand, following the thinking of Foucault, we must admit that 
power produces knowledge. Politics and epistemology are directly implied, 
and there is no relation of power without a correlating field of knowledge, and 
neither is there a field of knowledge that would not possess specific relations of 
power at the same time. In this sense, modern thinking forms the ideological 
and symbolical basis of the colonization and conquest carried out by 
European societies of other peoples that lived in different civilizationary 
models in other continents. The history of colonization should be re-
interpreted from this configuration of determined fields of knowledge-power. 
A new ‘biopolicy’ of Aya Yala should be built from the viewpoint of the micro-
physics of power and of a power that, rather than punishing, begins to 
administrate the life of the indigenous peoples. It becomes more efficient, 
starting from the cultural domination of symbols and ideas that circulated in 
the social sphere. At the same time it controlled and disciplined the behaviour 
of the indigenous people. In this historical process, education and the school 
clearly played a main role, which is discussed in this article based on the 
transformative practices inspired by the EIBAMAZ in Bolivia. 
2 The epistemological conquest 
From the beginnings of the colony, the European conquerors found out that 
they had to produce knowledge about the conquered world. They soon noticed 
that the military and political process were to be supplemented with 
epistemological strategies that would generate precise knowledge on the 
technologies found in the new world. Knowledge about the forms of social 
management of the ecosystems and of the building of systems of political 
power were objectives that would allow the conquerors to live in the new 
world. Yet, the fundamental goal was to generate knowledge on the indigenous 
societies in order to be more efficient in dominating the defeated. 
Once reaching Abya Yala, the Spanish were faced with their own mistake. 
They found out that they had not come to the Indies by a new route, but that 
they found themselves in a world unknown to the Europeans until now. It was 
a world that was not found on maps, nor was it mentioned in any text. No 
sailor had ever claimed to have been there. In this sense, America not only 
extended the limits of the known world, but already then, from the onset, it 
showed the limits of European knowledge. Moreover, in doing so, it 
established an epistemological pluralism that has existed until these days. 
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Although it is true that the Spanish would interpret the new world by means of 
writing and through their own mental categories, it is equally true that soon 
the American societies would show not only that they possessed other rational 
categories but that Western categories were not easily adapted to their reality. 
On the contrary, these categories were frequently in conflict. In this sense, we 
should note that the paradox of the first moment of conquest was not only 
hermeneutic but also political. It evolved to a rational and civilizationary level 
between prior and final knowledge of the Europeans, who pretended to find 
everything written beforehand in the Bible. But the empirical novelty of the 
American reality never ceased to present a diversity that amazed the 
conquerors. It is true that writing was a constituent factor in the creation of 
this newly discovered world, and it was evidently the Europeans who 
reinvented it perversely in establishing new legal, political, and economic 
norms. However, the ecological and cultural reality of the American Andes and 
Amazon region would soon show strong limitations to the Spanish political 
and expansionist efforts, both at the hermeneutic and epistemological levels. 
Once the Spanish became aware that there was a new world, the excitement 
of the unknown spread among them, well put by the chronicler Francisco de 
Jerez: 
“When have either the ancients or the moderns witnessed such great deeds 
(…) against so many climes of heaven and gulfs of sea and distance of 
land, to conquer what has not been seen or known.” (Francisco del Jerez, 
319) 
This problem is also sharply expressed by Cieza de León, emphasizing its 
cultural and biological aspects: 
“For who could name the things great and different found within it? The 
highest mountains and deep valleys, through which it was discovered and 
conquered. The many rivers, so abundant and of great depth. So much 
variety of provinces that it holds, of so many different qualities. The 
differences among the peoples, with diverse customs, rites, and strange 
ceremonies. Such a multitude of birds, animals, trees, and fish, all so 
different and unknown. Without which, who could tell of the deeds never 
heard before?” (Cieza 1, 7) 
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As was stated before, there was a great need to know and pacify this new, 
unknown world as far as knowledge and political dominion were concerned. 
This process of knowledge was not only pacific and erudite but, as was the 
conquest, violent. The conquest of Tucumán clearly illustrates this violence 
over knowledge, and we could consider it as a paradigmatic case of the 
conquest of America. Soon after captain Diego de Rojas died by a poisoned 
arrow, one of the many that caused the death of the Spanish, his successor, 
Francisco de Mendoza, ordered that a captive Indian would be shot with 
arrows containing the poison, so that he would reveal them the antidote. So 
relates Diego Fernández: 
“They took an Indian and shot arrows in both his thighs and told him to go 
cure himself (because they knew that they could never learn it from the 
Indians in any other way). The Indian was thus wounded and was barely 
able to walk. Together with his people he took two herbs and ground them 
in a big mortar. They gave him a knife and with it he stabbed in both legs 
where the wound was and grasped the point of the arrow and took it out. 
He poured the juice of the other herb he had ground in the wounds, and 
after this he fasted and soon healed. Thus, in this way everyone was 
healed, and they knew about the antidote.” (Fernández, 98) 
This adopted method to access the information possessed by the Indians 
shows us once more that the conquest was not a unilateral process in which 
only the conqueror imposed its cultural system. In contrast, the indigenous 
cultures, after a recoding by the colonial state, stayed alive and, at the same 
time, assigned precise characteristics to the forms of political domination and 
to the process of adaptation that the Europeans had to go through in America. 
In this sense, the process of colonization meant that strange epistemological 
systems and a different monotheist religion based on one text considered 
sacred were all imposed on Abya Yala, in addition to new political and moral 
institutions. Yet, this was a dual process, having two directions. At the same 
time that the eradication of idolatries, in essence already old gods, in the so-
called new world was underway, viceroy Francisco de Toledo took over a 
socio-political institution of the Andean cultures as the myth to organize the 
strip mining of Potosí that was the economic heart of the colonial regimen 
and actually the bedrock of modernity and capitalism in Europe. 
The encomiendas and later the haciendas (farms), that were evidently 
institutions brought from mainland Spain, spread in America with different 
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economic characteristics. Wherever sufficient military and political power was 
available, the Spanish tried to reconstruct as accurately as possible the 
hierarchical power of ecological terraces that the Andean cultures of old had 
farmed in order to reach food sovereignty. Conversely, that Indian conquer of 
the colonizer, so neglected by historical studies, does not refer solely to those 
economic institutions put in place by the colonial administrations, but it also 
implies a kind of spiritual contra-conquer that the indigenous peoples carried 
out on those adventurers and soldiers, rather uneducated, that came and 
stayed in remote Abya Ayala. To these men the natives transmitted those 
values of social solidarity and communal living that the native peoples 
imposed on the conquerors. It is these values that, together with other ethical 
and environmental aspects that have not been investigated, continue up to this 
day  set us Americans apart from the Spanish and the Europeans. 
The process of communication between Indians and Spaniards was not an 
unambiguous space in which the conqueror easily imposed his economic and 
political institutions and his religious discourse onto the conquered. On the 
contrary, the subversive Indian practices were immediately emphasized in this 
communication. The native practices aimed to oppose the over-codification of 
the American society imposed by the conquerors. This made the 
communicative process a dynamic and tangled historical event where each 
group interpreted and faced in practice this new colonized reality with its own 
cultural, linguistic, and political codes. 
Those times saw a production of a gigantic amount of texts, chronicles, 
reports, petitions, judgements, documents, and ordinances, all seeking to 
impose norms on the life of the American colonies. Some of these texts can be 
found today in the General Archive of the Indies in Seville, still rather 
disorganized and chaotic, as well as in other archives, both Spanish and 
American. This enormous quantity of writings served to produce the 
necessary information to govern, normalize, and exploit the new world. 
Indeed, it formed a fundamental instrument of the colonial administration 
in America. That is to say, these writings were not limited to only producing 
information on this recently conquered world. The texts themselves would 
serve as an efficient mechanism of administrating the colonies, which is what 
the Spanish Crown demanded, through the technology that was gaining more 
and more importance. 
This whole process shows us how writing was increasingly linked to the 
state administrative apparatus of the colonies. The texts that originally had the 
function of producing information about an unknown world, slowly 
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transformed into an indispensable administrative mechanism that supported 
the process of colonization in an efficient and decisive way. The reports that 
came from America became increasingly more precise and statistical as they 
informed on the culture and the customs of the Indians. The information 
would be later used to rearrange and recodify this indigenous world, be that 
by way of evangelization or the rooting out of old cults with a more detailed 
knowledge on them thanks to the studies on Indian religiousness, or through 
the transformations that the colonial state introduced in the economic and 
political customs of the Indians. It was an epistemological, linguistic, and 
political battle that shaped the social history of Abya Ayala. 
3 In the footsteps of the school 
The battle over the possession of writing and the introduction of schooling in 
the indigenous societies brought with it a series of social and epistemological 
transformations. The new modes of circulation of knowledge introduced by the 
school system, the different forms of the social construction of signs and 
senses, and the transmission of this knowledge to the next generation 
produced a strong mutation in the indigenous subjects. The knowledge 
escaped from the old familiar institutions that passed on and legitimized it. 
From that time on, knowledge avoided the local educational promoters that 
traditionally supported and administered it. 
The school and the skill of writing strongly decentralized the indigenous 
cultures and reconstructed the epistemological process of learning. A historical 
confusion ensued that shook the traditional knowledge systems and, in many 
cases, substituted them with the hegemonic knowledge. The social constitution 
of the subjects themselves underwent serious and definite transformations. 
The social narratives that before built ethnic identities in a social manner 
became more complex and de-localized. They were no longer centred on 
family, the pastures, the hills, or the fertile farms where in the past the child 
observed the parents working and learned the traditional technologies of the 
society of his ancestors. 
The school was founded in the new centre of circulation and legitimization 
of information and knowledge. It only accepted some discourse as valid, 
namely the scientific discourse. The others it excluded for being different and 
supposedly pre-modern, as was the case with the indigenous knowledge and 
languages. From that time on, they started to speak Spanish in the schools, 
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and information was no longer transmitted in other languages. The classroom 
substituted the pedagogical places that the indigenous society had historically 
built and absorbed most of the learning time of the children. The new contents 
offered to the children in schools were those of the hegemonic culture that, 
with symbolic violence, presented them as if they were universal and the only 
ones that were valid, scientific, and, ultimately, true. This rupture in the 
primary way of socialization brought with it a weakening of the social 
reproduction of the indigenous peoples. Only the intervals that this iron 
system of the formal and public education system granted offered the 
indigenous peoples a possibility to sustain their societies through the 
increasingly weakened processes of socialization of its members. Yet, they 
managed to continue to reconstruct their own knowledge, learned in the 
farms, hills, and in the complex relations the indigenous societies established 
with nature, the environment, and natural resources. They used these 
resources to carry out productive and extractive processes, but guided by their 
own, environmentally-friendlier worldviews. 
Michel Foucault (1973) affirmed that in every society the production of the 
discourses is controlled, selected, and redistributed by a certain number of 
proceedings aimed at neutralising the powers and dangers of language and its 
social circulation, dominating random events, and avoiding the frightening 
materiality of the discourses when they convert into social customs. From this 
perspective, the discourse is no longer something that translates the battles or 
systems of domination, but it becomes the court in which the battle is fought, 
and the social power one wishes to seize. It becomes an account that outlines 
action and produces it at the same time. 
In modern societies, school is evidently one of the institutions that is 
responsible for said control of the social circulation of discourses and, at the 
same time, the control of actions, imposing norms, behaviours, and 
distributing the time of the pupils with rigorous timetables. The school is a 
system of exclusion of certain discourses and the social legitimizer of others 
that are repeated in the form of texts and books. School forces indigenous 
children to repeat the meanings conveyed in the texts by memorizing them 
and through iron systems of school evaluation. The school is thus an 
institution that socially reconstructs history and builds a determined policy 
concerning memory in society. It imposes discourses that must be socially 
copied from one generation to the other. Moreover, it determines which 
discourses are out of its epistemological limits and ethics fixed by the 
hegemonic society. (Prada Ramírez, 2006). The indigenous parents taught 
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their children their profession through practise, but when books and teaching 
were introduced alongside the invention of printing, the traditional pedagogy 
was substituted for the school system where teaching is not imparted with a 
practical orientation any longer, but through abstraction introduced by the 
alphabet and books. 
In this sense, the school has reduced the rhythms and cycles of learning that 
the indigenous child used to have in a protected and familiar environment. In 
this time of intrusion of the national society in the indigenous territories, the 
concept of education itself has been redefined. The production of knowledge is 
increasingly less centralized in a territorial sense, and the social institutions 
controlling knowledge suffer strong globalizing transformations. The 
indigenous technical devices used to circulate knowledge are in a crisis. The 
child speaks Spanish and not the native tongue of his parents. This 
monolingualism often makes it impossible to communicate with grandparents, 
who in many cases are also monolingual, but in indigenous languages. From 
this perspective, the history of education in America shows us that the school, 
in a systematic and permanent way, undertook the negation of the discourses 
of indigenous societies. It considered them pre-scientific and without much 
value to the process of modernization and building the emerging national 
states. In reality however, the school system never managed to completely 
form that imaginary national identity wished for by the dominant American 
oligarchies. 
 Based on these still incomplete citizenships, the indigenous peoples have 
proposed a fundamental, historical qualitative change. They have moved from 
demanding from the national states their right to regular education to 
demanding and building their own education from their own cultural and 
epistemological models that would serve them in managing their territories. In 
this sense, unlike the Latin-American educational reforms by the neoliberal 
governments, which aspired to transform education from inside schools 
through pedagogic models, school management, and new pedagogical 
materials, the EIBAMAZ programme has sought to achieve quality of 
education from outside the school. To manage this, the programme has 
worked in the communities. The plan has been to change education from the 
cultural horizon of the children, through the knowledge they possess, making 
use of their methodologies of learning in the community. The pedagogical 
contents are formed by the body of knowledge they hear from their 
grandparents, parents, uncles, and siblings. All this would form the cognitive 
basis for the children to learn new things in school. It is a question of 
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modifying the classroom customs based on the learning systems of the 
indigenous peoples with whom the work has been carried out. This entails 
incorporating the learning strategies that the children use, opening the 
educational processes to other social actors, and, in particular, to the 
educational specialists and promoters of the communities themselves. In this 
sense, EIBAMAZ has caused a process of decentralization and the building of 
an epistemological pluralism. 
We must transcend the idea of school as a synonym for education, and 
writing as the most efficient form of this education. Hence, the intent of the 
EIBAMAZ has also been to improve the level of the children’s spoken language 
as a form of producing social significance in the classroom. Based on the oral 
knowledge of his community, the child will be more proficient at reading 
comprehension and will be in a better prepared to produce written texts. 
Instead of mathematical reasoning being trained in school and by heart (as is 
the case when the multiplication table is used for example) it can be learnt by 
finding a solution to real problems that the children are faced with - for 
instance the cutting up of game, the number of fish that have been caught by a 
group and their possibilities of division - then the indigenous boys and girls 
will learn better the basic mathematic operations of addition, subtraction, 
multiplication, and division. Indigenous practical knowledge serves to 
construct comprehensive learning in school but it also empowers children in 
the contemporary global world. 
4 Epistemological constructions –  the territory and the classroom 
For the indigenous organizations it is clear that their dream of having their 
own education has to pass through the writing of a new curriculum. The 
technical support given during these five years to these indigenous groups 
made it also clear that this new curricular design will have to be based on the 
indigenous practical knowledge and values. The curriculum must start from 
the epistemological basis of the familiar education that is currently practised 
by the Tsimane’, Moseten, Takana, and Movima in their communities, before 
and in parallel with the school. This cultural communal curriculum in force 
in these Amazon societies should guide the curricular work of this new school 
that the indigenous peoples seek. This new school would offer not only their 
own knowledge but also quality education in the basic learning needs. Thus 
bridges and links are built in between two different epistemological concepts. 
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In the case of the Amazon societies, this communal education is interwoven 
with the productive activities of these peoples. In this sense, the indigenous 
Amazon practical knowledge is strongly embedded in the systems of managing 
the resources of biodiversity that exist in their territories and the resulting 
work of transforming these resources. All the cultures establish institutions 
and mechanisms for social production, and their educational processes are 
developed to serve this production. Each culture makes use of its own 
methodologies and socially constructs their different curricular objectives. All 
the groups have a need to sustain their society and culture, but the processes 
differ. Different places are established, different institutions are built, different 
methodologies are utilized to reproduce socially that system of interpersonal 
relations that responds to different social and educational technologies. The 
indigenous populations possess their own practical knowledge and pedagogical 
promoters or individuals socially recognized to produce and transmit 
determined knowledge through specific methodologies that are also used in 
appropriate places. 
In contrast to what the traditional school of the Enlightenment and 
modernity maintain, indigenous knowledge does not claim universality, and 
each society fixes its epistemological goals in this particular socio-cultural and 
political horizon and in the context of the problems it has to solve in order to 
live. For this end it has inherited and developed intellectual and technological 
instruments from the previous generations. Education is precisely that 
dynamic process between the reproduction and creation that defines the 
singular history of each society and the local ideals that are aimed at in the 
educational process. As Vygotsky believed, the cognitive development of the 
child cannot be explained as something that only takes place in the interaction 
with others, but that it is also related to the culture’s own instruments and 
technologies. These are generated socio-historically and constantly influence 
the intellectual activities of the children (EIBAMAZ, 2010). 
As is the case with other indigenous societies, the Moseten, Tsimane, 
Takana, and Movima, reproduce their technological knowledge in the 
agricultural practices and, above all, due to the ecological characteristics of 
their territory, in the hills, through the activities of hunting, medicine, 
collection of wild fruit, and in the rivers where they fish. In the hills, with their 
own cultural strategies, the children learn from their ancestors how to hunt, 
follow the tracks of animals, recognize their smells, and know where they go 
to drink, bathe, and eat salt. In other words, the boys and girls learn the 
alimentary systems of the animals and consequently the periods when the 
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plants bear fruit, and the places where different extractive activities take 
place in the appropriate periods. Thus, in their processes of socialization, the 
boys and girls construct the spatial and temporal order of the territory. They 
learn socially and epistemologically about the systems of managing forests in 
the indigenous territories. The children get to know and nominate the 
exceptional places such as the saltpetre beds or the curiches, submerged places 
that maintain the water for a long period of time, the rivers and streams that 
cross their territory. They learn how the land establishes the sacred 
proceedings and favourable places to carry out the rites of worship of their 
gods and make requests to the lord of the animals, the Jujubu, so that he gives 
authorization to hunt his animals without causing damage or provoking his 
ire. Furthermore, the children learn how to collect medicinal herbs according 
to the rituals of their culture, to cut down herbs and, after first asking 
permission from the lords of the hill, to extract raw materials for handicraft, 
while respecting the biological cycles and natural reproduction of these  
resources. It is by way of these systems of social and educational production 
that the indigenous Amazon cultures survive to this day and can contribute to 
the transformation of the contents that are used in the classroom. 
It is precisely this union of the cultural and ecological spheres that makes it 
possible to conserve biodiversity. Even though the indigenous cultural systems 
have undergone strong transformations lately, their territories are still micro-
centres of diversity and are a national and worldwide reference for the 
conservation in situ of biological diversity and of species and varieties in their 
natural habitat. The Native Community Lands (TCOs) continue to be zones of 
highly cultivated and wild genetic diversity, but due to the technological 
transformations and the reorientation of the majority of the families 
towards the demands of the market, these are endangered ecosystems. 
Maintaining biodiversity is linked to the traditional indigenous knowledge 
associated with the management and use of genetic information. 
These places of learning in the hills and by the rivers are socially established 
by the indigenous societies and the heads of families. In this sense, referring to 
indigenous education as informal is considered another form of 
ethnocentrism, given that in reality, it is only a question of accepting other 
forms of organizing learning and of institutionalizing knowledge. This is the 
topic over which this article hopes to shed some light. The hills and the rivers 
form a cultural and productive construct, and, at the same time, pedagogic. In 
it, the boys and girls learn how to select seeds useful in agricultural 
production and handicraft. Early on they learn how to distinguish the 
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different varieties of seeds, those that are fertile or more aesthetic and 
appreciated by their colours or shine, or those that are too hard and make the 
work difficult. In those educational scenes the children learn to recognize the 
medicinal and venomous herbs and acquire a rigorous knowledge on the 
alimentary habits and sexual conduct of animals they hunt or fish. In the 
transmission of productive knowledge, the indigenous societies also build a 
precise and formal pedagogical sequence. This pedagogical sequence begins 
with active observation followed by incremental increases in the rate of 
participation and the responsibilities the children assume in the family and 
communal work to end in the entire productive work of hunting and fishing 
that prepares the teenagers for establishing their own homes. In the hills and 
by the rivers, the indigenous children learn, in an integral way, the 
management of their territory and of the natural resources that exist in it. The 
fundamental pedagogical objective of the indigenous society is the 
management of the territory and, in this sense, it is a social and 
epistemological construction. 
It is in this sense that the Amazon peoples’ own curriculums have been 
guided by communal workshops carried out during all these years towards a 
productive education and the management of existing resources of biodiversity 
in their territories. During the first three years, in order to write their 
curriculums, the EIBAMAZ worked on the knowledge systems of these 
indigenous peoples, based on their practical knowledge and technologies 
around six knowledge systems prioritized by the communities: hunting, 
fishing, agriculture, collecting of wild fruit, medicine, and art. It is that 
indigenous epistemological model that has guided the design of regionalized 
school curriculums. 
5 Children, pedagogical texts, oral language, and spelling 
The processes of educational transformation that seek to achieve significant 
changes in classroom practices and in the  learning of children should 
complement curricular design with the production of new pedagogical 
materials that respond to this different educational concept. They must also 
effectively communicate to the school-going children new cultural senses in 
writing that, as in the present case, express the cultural knowledge of the 
indigenous Amazon people. This curricular design is an attempt to reunite 
what modernity has separated: the systems of social reproduction and the 
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school. School textbooks are a teaching method that contribute to the social 
construction of the subjectivities and are a powerful discourse of the 
institutionalization of the relations of power and knowledge. They are a 
teacher’s regulating mechanism and form discursive practises that enforce the 
real curriculum in the classroom (Martínez Bonafé, 2002). Traditionally, 
school texts have exercised control of the discourses generated in societies, 
and they have established the separating lines between discourses thought to 
be valid and discourses denied of their social validity. From the moment they 
operate on younger generations, the texts have a semantic and political effect 
and an influence on social practises in the long term. The books produced by 
the EIBAMAZ have regained the study of the books of practical knowledge, and 
there are books for each of the productive systems that were given priority in 
the communities: hunting, fishing, collecting wild fruit, medicine, and art. 
In the historical and social perspective of the school, one should not be 
surprised at the fact that school texts have been centred exclusively on writing 
and reading. In this sense, the questions of design and who produces these 
social messages are questions the educators do not ask. This silence is in itself 
an indicator of the symbolic violence these texts exercise when presenting to 
the children the hegemonic world as the only possible one and as the truest 
and most legitimate one. The school texts written by the indigenous 
organization with the support of the EIBAMAZ have two unique 
characteristics: the pictures have been drawn by Tsimane’, Takana, Moseten, 
and Movima children, and this graphic language has been given equal 
importance with the written language. The indigenous peoples have 
historically constructed and transmitted their symbolic universe to the 
younger generations through graphic languages expressed in their fabrics and 
ceramics. Thus, the pedagogical materials that have been produced have 
attempted to harmonize these two dissimilar traditions of writing and 
indigenous spelling. On the other hand, although it might seem paradoxical, it 
has been made easier for the boys and girls to express themselves. The 
children are so often silenced in education by a civilizatory and homogenizing 
tradition, marked by the practice of teachers as transmitters of knowledge, 
that they forget the needs of expression by the children. This is not only due to 
the efforts that the teachers make to maintain silence in classroom, but 
because the majority of them believe that, in a fundamental way, they are the 
only bearers of the true message and that children do not have anything to say 
and should only listen. In these school books of the EIBAMAZ–
PROEIBANDES, the children have been allowed to come up with their own 
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messages, different from those that the hegemonic society produces. In the 
illustration of the books, word has been given to those silenced by traditional 
education: the indigenous boys and girls. 
The second characteristic of the books is that they do not concentrate 
exclusively on reading and writing. The books constantly suggest - to the 
pupils and teachers – engaging in oral activities and activities outside 
classrooms as a form of approaching the discourses of the specialists of the 
communities and to de-territorialize the classroom as a privileged space for 
maintaining the hegemonic discourse and building the national societies of our 
imagination and of modernity as the only model of development. 
This reading of the indigenous knowledge carried out in the EIBAMAZ tries 
precisely to deconstruct the universal and natural character of the liberal 
capitalist society and show that it is not the only norm, valid and everlasting, 
for all humanity, and that the articulation of universal wisdom responds to 
local tangible models of the organization of power and the establishing of 
colonial relations. Only the epistemologies localized in their place of 
enunciation exist, the local and multiple forms of knowledge, always dynamic 
and in permanent transformation due to the exercise of political power and the 
intercultural relations. 
In Bolivia, a deep political, economic, and cultural conflict rages on the 
territorial management of certain regions. Historically, two parallel territorial 
legislative systems have been developing: the indigenous, sometimes indeed 
dating back to pre-colonial times, and the political administrative system of 
the republic of Bolivia and its new territorial legislation. Two geo-
administrative systems are interlocked in intense conflict, which is reflected in 
the permanent indigenous mobilizations and rebellions in defence of their 
territories has characterized the history of Bolivia and that also reflects the 
diversity of the cultural conflicts that exist in the classrooms. 
The history of the education system of the Bolivian State is of course not 
unconnected to this conflict and follows the political administrative legislation 
of the Bolivian state that ignores the indigenous territorial management 
schemes. The education system has been organized on the basis of the political 
administrative legislation of the Bolivian state based on departments, 
provinces, and municipal sections. The Bolivian Ministry of Education at the 
level of departments is organized in the Departmental Education Service 
(SEDUCA). Next, at the municipal level, Education Districts have been 
formed. They are the ones charged with planning and administrating the 
School Centres that have at their responsibility several Sectional Education 
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Units. This organization of the school system, not taking into account the 
territorial management of the indigenous peoples, interferes with the explicit 
efforts of the indigenous organizations in building their own education systems 
that, in addition to their native languages, work in school also with their own 
knowledge systems strengthening their ethnic identity and actually 
contributing to improving precisely the socio-economic management of their 
territories. In general, the education districts have middle-sized cities as their 
administrative headquarters. The population of these cities is mostly made up 
by mestizos, who frequently ignore the indigenous educational demands and 
are not concerned with planning and designing regionalized curriculums 
according to the cultures and real needs of the indigenous groups. The 
situation is still more serious in the case of the Amazon peoples, given that the 
work of supervising the directors of districts and centres is made extremely 
difficult, and visiting the teachers in their educational units requires almost a 
full day of travel by boat. 
The hopes of the indigenous peoples in these times are focused on the new 
Political Constitution of the Bolivian State that plans the establishment of the 
indigenous autonomous regions that, in the case of the Amazon peoples, would 
mean that the TCOs would cease to be a proprietary right to the land 
recognized by the Bolivian State and go on to form political administrative 
units of local government. All this leads to the obvious conclusion that the 
proposal of building an indigenous education is a political problem and that 
the education would be better planned and administered if the TCO would 
form an administrative unit recognized by the Bolivian state and not cut by the 
geographical and socio-linguistic arbitrariness that characterizes the public 
education system and its division into educational districts and departmental 
offices. In this sense, reaching the indigenous autonomous states is 
fundamental to guarantee the application of their own curriculums. 
Afterword 
The reflections on indigenous education and territoriality do not end, and that 
is why this text rather points out some routes and offers some assertions 
reached during these several years of work. The proposals of indigenous 
education necessarily pass through an after-school communal curriculum that 
refers to the epistemological construction of the learning of indigenous 
children from the community, the parents, and their older siblings. 
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The school didactics have to look at the indigenous methodologies used to 
train the children in the community and the territory. The current methods 
have to be more like them, more active and better fixed to the construction of 
knowledge by the indigenous children rather than in the reproduction of 
hegemonic knowledge by means of memory and repetition. The concern 
should be for training human beings in an integral manner, rather than just 
transmitting information. 
In this process of educational transformation, the participation of the 
indigenous boys and girls themselves must be greater. Often, when we talk 
about education we forget to let the children talk, to reconstruct their symbolic 
systems, and to look into the learning strategies they use. A greater 
participation of the children would also mean a more adequate education, and 
probably more efficient. 
The education based exclusively on the written language must be overcome 
and other languages investigated, such as the graphical ones that the 
indigenous children use and that are expressed in the fabrics, ceramics, and 
pictures they produce. There is a need to move the education based on the 
alphabet away from the centre and bring back to the classrooms the oral 
expression that the indigenous children and communities use in their culture. 
The oral expression of the children has to be encouraged. 
In the same way, it is necessary to work more outside classrooms through 
approaching the communities, their scenes of learning, and their educational 
promoters. New significant knowledge is produced for the indigenous children 
in their communities, through their communal promoters of education. The 
epistemological construction that the communities accomplish with the 
children ought to be the social scene where also school knowledge is 
accumulated. 
The contents of this new and old education would be based on its 
productive systems. The education has to contribute to the indigenous 
management of the territories belonging to the different native groups. It must 
be moved closer to the productive activities carried out in the communities 
and through which the indigenous boys and girls are socialized in the society 
of their ancestors. Education, without ignoring the human right every person 
has to move and travel, should be better oriented at the productive conditions 
of the community and to contribute to the “well-being” of the indigenous 
communities. In this sense, it is not necessary to move between communal 
education and the quality education that the parents demand. 
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Summary 
The Ecuadorian Amazon nationalities Shuar, Achuarm, and A’I, have cultures that are 
contextualized based on territory and time. Their skills and knowledge has been 
historically accumulated in the framework of a vital experiencialism and transmitted 
through spoken language in the context of cosmovisions based on a harmonious unity 
with nature. There, in their respective scenes of life, as local expressions of an 
increasingly globalized world, these native groups attempt to regain the sense and 
meaning of kills, knowledge, and the values in an exercise very close to hermeneutic 
epistemology. 
In this context we can identify some steps common in the processes of elaborating 
and constructing practical knowledge and values, the social validation of these, the 
power of oral tradition in institutionalizing knowledge and values, and the impact of 
other external forms of knowledge in three of the diverse Amazonian groups, the 
Shuar, Achuar, and A’I. 
To complete this study, information was collected on the understanding and 
application of customs, rituals, and myths. 
1 The worldview and the forms of thinking in the Ecuadorian Amazon 
  nationalities: Shuar, Achuar, and A’I (Cofane) 
This article describes in a systematic manner the handling of the key aspects to 
understand the Amazon knowledge of the Shuar, Achuar, and A’I. These 
aspects are: a) forms of expressing knowledge in the selected Ecuadorian 
Amazon nationalities, and b) temporality and fields of speciality in the 
Amazon skills and knowledge. 
It is equally important to present an initial approach to two central 
categories functioning as prior referents to the analysis, namely the 
cosmovision and the forms of thinking of the Amazon nationalities. 
The systemization of the cultural and social contexts in which the groups 
live, their integral life experience, has to take into consideration that the 
groups have a different logic to the relational world. This is based on ‘thinking- 
doing-feeling’, closer to spiritual transcendence in the different moments or 
cycles of life. All this forms a complex relational whole we denominate the 
cosmos. 
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Figure 1. Amazon Nationalities of Ecuador 
 
The cosmic vision of the life of the Amazonian people covers at least two 
aspects: on the one hand, it is highly spiritual and nature-respecting (due to 
the fact that their gods often reside in nature, directly or indirectly),and, on the 
other, it is projective in accordance with a vision of the present/future, which 
is why its relation to the sources of life is not based on the principle of private 
accumulation, but in the reciprocal consumption of only what is needed. The 
experience of living in constant relation with the different manifestations of 
nature leads to each nationality having a particular form of seeing and 
feeling the world. The Amazonian peoples are involved in a permanent 
dialogue of respect that builds vitality and reciprocity between them and 
their natural context. 
Thus, the social enactments or systematizations not regulated by writing 
but by a vital oral tradition, make the concept of the cosmovision very 
particular. It is nothing less than the most profound reflection on the reaches 
of the relationship between humans and their environment in a state of 
constant and permanent dialogue between thinking-doing-feeling. 
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Based on the cosmovision of the Shuar nationality, the experiences of 
knowing, doing, and feeling form the everyday work that takes place in a world 
built on respecting others, both immanent and transcendent. 
“Our Amazon concept of cosmovision allows us to relate to all the elements 
of nature in work, in daily life, in celebrating our rituals and customs. We 
initiate a dialogue with them, we consider them as being alive, we 
personify them and talk to them in a respectful and affectionate tone. This 
reciprocal relationship allows us to establish true harmony. All natural 
phenomena are closely related to each other, nothing is isolated. Each 
element is a divinity that contributes in the daily coexistence of people.” 
(Shacal Aurelio, 2008, 18) 
In the process of shaping their science, understanding, and knowledge, the 
Amazon people show us a hierarchy or an identification of sequential, 
coexistent levels that complement each other. Amazon people relate the 
natural with the supernatural, the religious with the ideological, the 
socioeconomic with the sociocultural, along with medicine and education with 
global knowledge that is known and practiced in a communal way among the 
different groups. It is impossible to dispute these relations. 
“For this to take place, there is the land that has life and importance, for 
the life it gives to us, the Shuar. The land is personified and deified as the 
mother, as the place in which we cannot cease to exist in order to produce 
and reproduce.” (Shacal Aurelio, 2008, 29) 
The empirical information that supports this article corresponds to a series of 
systemizations and investigations presented by the master’s degree students in 
the Study of Ecuadorian Amazon Cultures and the Degree in Amazon 
Education and Research Sciences, administered by the Cuenca University, 
through the department of intercultural studies, in the framework of the inter-
institutional agreement with the EIBAMAZ Programme starting from 2005. 
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2 The forms of expression of knowledge in the Ecuadorian Amazon world 
2.1  Arutam and the knowledge of the Shuar 
According to the relational logic of thinking-
doing-feeling, Arutam is the divine 
expression of science to the Shuar people. It 
is the whole understood as a vital and 
vitalizing force.  
 
 
 
 
However, Arutam does not exist in isolation, 
it lives in and inhabits Men, nature, the 
earth, plants, and animals. Arutam offers 
contents and meaning to the harmonic 
relation in the Trinity of cosmos-earth-
human being. 
 
 
 
 
Arutam is the transcendent spiritual 
manifestation that offers positive energy, 
power to survive, and purifying force of the 
body to the living environment of the Shuar.  
Aents is Man (human being), with the 
capacity to life with energy, power, and 
thepurifying force. 
Nunka is nature, which offers 
everything the Shuar habitant’s needs. It is wonderful, generous, and 
protective. 
In relation to what was previously presented, in their daily life, the Shuar 
gather knowledge and experience in a scene established spiritually by the 
duality between the Arutam as the supplier of positivity and the Iwia as the 
expression of the destructive force of life, the denial of life. This duality that 
takes place in the spiritual word produces life in Men and nature, an event that 
sustains conflicts at the moment of knowing how to live in reciprocity and 
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harmony, with egoism and disagreement as a form of “noise”. (Zhacal Aurelio, 
2010) 
In this context of existence, the knowledge of the Shuar is built based on 
the decisions of the Arutam and on the richness of experiences (time and 
space) marked by the identification and real-world solution to the problems of 
the world of life. In this world, the Shuar constantly appeal to Nayaimp 
(celestial bodies and stars), to Nunka (earth), and to Tsunki (water), and to 
their respective divinities, always based on the native wisdom of the Arutam. 
Trying to describe the process of the 
construction of the Shuar knowledge is, 
often at first, an invisible but powerful 
moment of identifying with one’s past, 
near or far, but always 
immanent/spiritually transcendent. 
Second, it is of an existential social 
order, symbolically constructed in 
meeting with other individuals and with 
nature, in hunting, fishing, wedding, etc. 
Third, it is characterized as a projection 
into very near futures, even though they 
might be far off. All of these come 
together in a kind of a relational dance of 
the thinking-doing-feeling of the 
individual (personal balance) and at the 
same time collective reach (social cohesion). (Mashu Alfredo, 2010) 
2.2  Spirituality and knowledge in the Achuar cosmovision 
The Achuar everyday life, analysed from the point of view of the practical 
knowledge localized beyond the evident, takes place according to the 
situational states of the spiritual phases: Nekas Wakan (true soul), Mésan 
Wakan (evil soul) y Kanuru Wakani (reincarnate soul). 
In the constant process of accumulating knowledge in the Achuar world, 
the true soul – Nekas Wakan – is present, through life’s experiences. The true 
soul appears as a dialectical or relational meeting of the material with the 
immaterial, the immanent with the transcendent. 
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NEKAS 
WAKAN 
MÉSAN 
WAKAN 
KANURU 
WAKANI 
The evil soul– Mésan 
Wakan – that resides within 
Men who went against the 
transcendent moral code, is 
present in the real life in the 
Achuar who are “tormented”. 
They inhabit the bodies of the 
owls, deer, and goblins. Lastly, 
the Achuar tradition identifies 
the reincarnate soul – Kanuru 
Wakani– which refers to Men 
who assume the power of 
Arutam through their valour and strength. They live in the bodies of tigers, 
anacondas, jaguars, etc. (Wasump Kasep, 2010) 
The three souls have become part of the world and they culturally inhabit 
the symbolic collective imagination of the Achuar. The souls have a powerful 
impact on the development of the Achuar’s cosmovision and knowledge. The 
souls establish the Achuar’s existence in life or after it; first, as existing in daily 
life and, second, as everyday symbolic referents of strength and weakness. The 
Achuar person goes about his daily life and builds logical/experiential 
knowledge. On the one hand, he tries to move away from the evil soul and its 
terrestrial creatures (owl, deer, and goblin), and on the other, tries to get close 
to the reincarnate soul, taking on the strength and courage of the tiger, 
anaconda, jaguar etc. 
In the manner of the Shuar, the Achuar build their cosmovision based on 
three complementary worlds: Nayaimp (sky), Nunka (earth) y Tsunki- Entsa 
(water), through oral tradition, as a tool of the collective transmission of 
knowledge. 
“I learned it orally from my grandparents; they informed me how their 
grandfathers and uncles had taught them how the world is formed. I 
learned about what we cannot see, about invisible beings of nature. I 
came to know by heart what the form of the world is. My grandparents 
told me that the world in which we live stands on an immense quantity of 
water. They said that there were no living things down there and that the 
water of the rivers flow there.” (Chapaik Wisui, 2010) 
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Under the three-dimensional logic of the Achuar, thinking-doing- feeling, and 
based on their understanding, the world consists of three parts: 
 The above-world, inhabited by the Karákam, beings identical to the 
Achuar, from whom they inherited their wisdom. The Karákam no longer 
communicate, except through some manifestations, such as the cry of the 
rooster. “The roosters cry in the early morning hours without seeing the 
rising of the sun because they hear and answer the cry of the rosters of 
above, where it dawns first.” (Sekunnia Tentes, 2010) 
 The world they live in, of here and now, is nature in which the visible or 
invisible beings dwell. It is not easy to communicate with the latter ones 
because only a few have access to their wisdom. The Wizhin (healers and 
witch doctors) communicate with the lord of the great trees when they 
consume ayahuasca. This is “a being of the hills that sits like a child over 
the crown of a great Ceiba tree, smoking his pipe and wearing a hat.” 
(Francisco Senkuan y Taish Yuncar, 2010) Something similar occurs with 
the hunters who must speak to ask the lord for animals who will permit 
them to go into the trap. 
 Lastly, the Achuar identify the world of the water men (Tsunki). The 
aquatic beings called Tsunki dwell in the river-beds where it is not possible 
to communicate with them. The only ones that have access to them and 
their wisdom are the Wizhin, with whom they exchange things. The Wizhin 
believe the Tsunki “are things that have a ray fish as a hat, and the 
carachamas (fish of the river) as shoes, and a crab as a watch. They are 
also guardians of animals such as the black tiger, the anaconda, and the 
great boa, their pets.” (Puguanchir, 2010) 
The Achuar community understands their existence and the world as a series 
of relations between concentric dimensions, with limited accessibility between 
them. In order to penetrate and transit between them it is necessary to be 
endowed with strength, power (ayahuasca), and discursive capacity in order 
to learn and hear through the wise sounds of nature, that in reality are 
suspended messages of the beings of the above-world. 
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2.3 The A’I: Harmony with nature and sufficient consumption at the centre of 
their knowledge 
 “The thinking and knowledge of our 
ancestors is based on not taking more than 
is needed, to avoid destroying nature and 
society. We are like Ande who consumes the 
substance of Kuankuan, like Chiga we 
reside freely in our territory. Thesi is sour 
power, transmitted through the substance 
of yagé that allows us to communicate with 
the beings of nature and to live in harmony 
together with our Tsampi. We were born 
with the understanding of living in harmony with the Athiambi... all our 
knowledge will stay in the memory of our people because we are sharers and 
transmitters of knowledge; through it we continue living and thinking like 
A’I.” (Quenama Aurelio, 2010) 
It is not possible to reflect on the cosmovision and knowledge of the A’I, 
without having the Chiga myth as a starting point. The Chiga has supernatural 
powers and resides in all people and things in which it influences things under 
the principles of totality and liberty. In reality, the Chiga is the activity of 
individual and communal thinking that is vitalized through socially 
constructed symbolical representations. Therefore, the Chiga has an effect on 
thinking and, in its various forms, systemizes the external experiences of the 
world, according to two principles: the affective and the cognitive. For the A’I, 
the world is grasped by the senses, processed by the mind, and regulated by 
the heart. In the end, this offers us a relational and rational experience 
(thinking-doing-feeling) between the individual, nature, and society. (Mendúa 
Albeiro, 2010) 
To the Achuar, the Chiga is a myth that explains the beginning. It reflects 
everything that there is, or rather the totality - the synthesis of fire and water. 
It is the reference of social cohesion; it is the infinite power of the mental 
activity of people. “Injanjengi” is a very common expression among the 
Achuar; it means: “I’m thinking”. (Chapal Silvio, 2010) 
The knowledge gathered by the Achuar is formed by myths that give sense 
to their everyday life and provide them with identity. All of them are part of 
the Chiga myth. 
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The Tûrûrû myth related to fishing tells of a man capable of communicating 
with the tree of the fish, and was assassinated by his own sons seeking to 
obtain fish in abundance for their community. 
In this context, the Achuar build a whole and complex relational symbolic 
network and live according to the myths of the Boa, the Kuankuan, the 
Apicha pûnshesû (woman of mud), the Munami, the Ufendio´dyu, the Ambu, 
etc. (Blaser Magdalena, 2008) 
3 Time and space in the knowledge of Ecuadorian Amazon people 
3.1   Time and space in the Shuar world 
Everything, even time and space, revolves around the ETSA (the sun) as an 
administrator of nature, based on the power and wisdom given by Aratum. 
Time and space for the Shuar take place according to the transcendent 
principles of the sun, which are manifested in the form of planning and 
thinking. These, in turn, are the human expressions of ancestral science. 
Hence, in their everyday life, the Shuar recognize the vitality of human 
knowledge that, in a constant process of agreement-disagreement, leads to an 
understanding that nothing that exists is static; “on the contrary, it moves, 
generating dynamics, comparable to a snail that moves in an open spiral”. 
This cyclical but unified vision – time and space – of living life in the Shuar 
world, has allowed an understanding of history as a diverse and complex 
whole, yet relational and cohesive. “The Andean man has maintained the 
time-space manifestations united in his thinking, language, and form of life 
… time elapses, and simultaneously so does space”. (Tatzo Alberto y Rodríguez 
Germán, 1998, 104–105) 
This vision on the dynamic cyclical life has allowed the Shuar nationality to 
organize its agriculture, hunting and fishing, and the festivals of the chonta. 
This cyclical vision is so important in the Shuar world that in the practical 
knowledge accumulated during their life, it is known as Tsawant and it does not 
have defined times. 
The Shuar mythology forms a whole that is entwined in the frame of their 
implicit relational thinking that organizes symbolically the world of the 
individual and of social life, considering past, present, and future life as 
referents of temporality and spatiality. 
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In this context, they build their different historical references of life 
according to the mythological messages immersed in the life and actions of 
Etsa, Nunkui, Shacaim, Tsunki, and Ayunpum. These are manifested as 
relationally interdependent and synergistic components that guide and build 
the communal life of the Shuar according to the practice coming from the 
Arutam. Theory has been granted to the Etsa,  the guardian of the enforcement 
of rules. Practice, by putting to test the rules, occurs through the Kujancham 
(fox), Wachur (turkey), and Jencham (bat). All of these represent historical 
models in the fulfilling of the rules. (Ancuash Miguel y Wambashu Pedro, 
2006) 
3.2 Time and space in the Achuar world 
“The oldest human beings have interpreted the signs of nature, trying to 
understand their true meaning. That is how they understood that nature 
is not static; it moves, generating dynamics, comparable to a snail that 
moves in an open spiral”. (Wasump Kasep, 2010, 31) 
According to the symbolic structures of the Achuar, based on their ample and 
complex mythology, the presence of the principle of integral cyclicality is 
constant. In other words, this is the search for harmony with the events in 
time and space. “When the space-time relations are seen as a unit, they 
express a permanent movement, given that time and space elapse 
simultaneously.” (Wasump Kasep, 2010, 32). 
The cyclic concept of the world is decisive for the life of the Achuar. It 
forms a basis for their productive calendar (hunting and fishing), celebration 
of rituals, and the ceremonies of ayahuasca. 
Such is the concept of space-time unity that the Achuar, without 
predefining times, present the symbolisms of the day in the name of Kintia, in 
full agreement with the manifestations of the celestial bodies that have been 
observed during a very long time and from different places by the Achuar wise 
men. 
The cyclic concept of space-time is present in the most significant customs, 
rites, and beliefs; of which I present the following examples: 
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Customs Rites Beliefs 
Hunting and fishing: different 
techniques are applied ac-
cording to the manifestations 
of space-time, such as the 
platform, penning, imitation 
etc. 
Of transition: they are  
related to the resurrection of 
new life, where time and 
space meet in the ritual of 
rebirth. From life to the future. 
Yumimiamu: It is believed 
that thunder, rain, and light-
ning are related to the events 
that will take place in deter-
mined places with the pass-
ing of time 
 
3.3 Time and space in the world of the A’I 
In the myth of Chiga, it is possible to identify clues related to the A’I 
understanding of time and space. According to their own assertions, “The 
understanding of the events is done under the integration of time with space.” 
(Quenama Aurelio, 2010) 
On the basis of understanding the integrity of space-time , the A’I identify 
in space what could be understood as three dimensions, each integrated into 
time, and all three integrated within them. 
 The subterranean space, known as Kuankuan ande, the place where the 
animals reside. 
 The space of Men, denominated Ingi kansechu ande, which interacts 
with nature, or Tsampi, the carrier of force and vitality. 
 The celestial space, known as sefakhusû. It is formed of dûshûndekhû, 
where the mythical children turned into stars reside. Pa´chundekhû, the 
world of the deceased, from whom the force is extracted to pass on to the 
mythical animals such as the tiger, the boa, etc. (Mendúa Andrea, 2010) 
The concept of totality that is transmitted by the myth of the Chiga, enacted 
and made real often through the shaman, is also affected by time and space, 
which must be understood and applied as completeness or totality. 
For the A’I, time as a whole covers the life experiences manifested in their 
territory. First, it reaches to the past, in tension, known as tayupi; second, to 
the present, a double symbolisms of the now, ja’ñu,  and this moment, vaki; 
third, to the future, as the time destined to the action during the rest of  life. In 
effect, time lasts forever, starting from the myth of the Chiga. This concept is 
known as jaingaene. (Mendúa Albeiro, 2010) 
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According to the Chiga interpretation, time and space have total importance 
in each of the natural elements. Each of these elements make up entities full of 
energy and vitality delivered by the Chiga. “Each space is controlled by its 
entity that brings together the idea of possession or property, that can vary 
with the passing of time and according to the designs of the Chiga. 
4 Closing thoughts 
The knowledge accumulated in socio-cultural traditions of the three studied 
Amazon nationalities are not open to be analysed through the sociocultural 
traditions of Western science. If we do that, we run the risk of affecting the 
sense and meaning of both cultures, due to the fact that the logic upon which 
Amazonian knowledge is built resonates with other, very different historical 
cultural referents. This is not to say that one is superior to the other. 
The human condition of the Amazon people is linked to a very marked co-
dependency with nature, not affected by modern technology. Thus, its 
spirituality emanates from nature in its most diverse forms of expression, 
offering vitality, force, and knowledge, with which the Shuar, Achuar, and A’I 
go about their lives, with an integral and continuous vision of time. 
The symbolisms as empirical evidence of the contextual culture 
demonstrate multiple forms of producing knowledge (thinking-doing-feeling) 
according to their customs, myths, language, and norms, which often lead to a 
science marked by reciprocity and necessary consumption. These ideas run 
contrary to the Western ones of competing and accumulating. 
The relational knowledge and science (thinking-doing-feeling) sustain life 
in the frame of the relational and comprehensive world that is integrated by 
the force of spirituality, often residing in nature, and bringing about a 
permanent reunification of man and nature. 
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Summary 
In the first part of this paper we pose the question on the possibilities of doing 
scientific research on an intercultural basis, not only as an activity but above all in 
epistemological terms. This exercise would leave behind the strict frameworks of a 
concept of a culturally specific Western science and make the most of the diversity of 
existing cosmovisions in the multicultural region of Peru. In the second part we 
present a practical research experience that allowed us to reflect on the aspects laid 
out in the first part. 
1 Goals 
The development of science and its practice in multicultural regions deserves 
serious, respectful, and non-judgmental thinking to recognize, in the first 
place, its validity in non-Western societies. This thinking is also necessary to 
acknowledge the way in which culture impacts the scientific endeavours of 
groups of people. It is a question of seeing not only the achievements of these 
sciences, but also the very concept of science, of scientific work, of 
methodologies, of training of investigators, of the criteria of truth, and an 
entire string of questions that clearly allow us to establish scientific work from 
the cultural perspectives denied or minimized before. Now this work is 
recognized and approved in order to make the most of such ways of seeing and 
doing science beyond the strict limits imposed by colonialism and undertaken 
by the colonialized themselves. In addition, this recognition bears importance 
on the colonialist discourse that has sought to establish itself even in the field 
of science. 
The question of science in multicultural regions seems to revolve around 
three topics: 
1. The question acknowledging the existence of a culturally specific 
science, and of a respective epistemology, marked by its cultural 
affiliation in fundamental aspects, making it radically different from 
other concepts of science. 
2.  The question of the possibility of developing an intercultural science 
that would involve the makers of science and their specific scientific 
practices in building an intercultural conduct in scientific endeavours 
and in making the most of scientific achievements. 
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3. The question of the misunderstanding or denial of the culturally specific 
science of the indigenous peoples in general, based on prejudices or in 
the ideological undervaluation of the scientific activities of the other. 
 
The above mentioned questions are motivated by research that saw the 
participation of investigators with academic training and of the so-called wise 
men and women of three Peruvian indigenous groups: Ashaninka (Arawak), 
Shipibo (Pano), and Yine (Arawak) of the Peruvian Amazon. This research 
also included a component of training indigenous investigators pertaining 
to the mentioned groups. In short, we hope that this paper allows for an 
assessment of the possibilities and limitations of scientific conduct that 
includes the practices and concepts of culturally specific sciences. 
2 Specific epistemologies? 
The science we practice in the context of Western culture claims universal 
status, but when it is carried out it denies what is obvious in our view: the 
variety of visions represented by the cosmovisions of the different peoples of 
the world. Today, this diversity is claimed to be a right in many ways, since we 
understand that we have the right to think and educate ourselves to deal with a 
world of diversity that is the natural way of things. Some would say, for 
example, that this kind of position corresponds to a conduct in line with 
interculturality, and thus in multicultural regions there is a demand for 
intercultural education which in our context must be at the same time 
unbiased, self-affirming, and promoting a science open to a variety of visions. 
These two goals imply very different political and educational actions to allow 
an existence based on equality and cradling people in the perspective of an 
auspicious science embracing multiple points of view. In any case, a process of 
forming an ideology is underway, and its responsibility is towards culture. 
School, or the academic world in general, acts as the agent of this process. 
It is a question of shaping the reasons and justifications to claim rights 
against everything that makes people inferior or against everything that 
threatens the need to promote diversity. In all this, culture produces the 
ideology and the school/academic world lays out the strategy to make it 
effective. 
The claim for rights identifies the factors of inequality in one or another 
area, since it expresses what rights are threatened when something or 
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somebody is discredited or left in a minority, or what rights are overvalued 
when something or somebody is overestimated or ameliorated. 
The concept of interculturality - and the word itself - which is something 
like the rich family member of words - has been particularly privileged, with 
very large epistemological possibilities. Interculturality seems to now be more 
than evident in academic circles linked to social sciences and the humanities, 
above all when it is related to extreme diversities among the cultures of a 
determined reality. 
The concept of interculturality has generously helped the approaches and 
made them easier to carry out in respect to tolerance, identity, or self-esteem, 
which have been established as intrinsic to the intercultural relations as a 
desired social conduct in multicultural regions. Beyond this concept, however, 
we would like to pose some questions on the scientific practice and the 
possibilities of enriching (or not) this proposal in multicultural contexts, 
assuming the same approaches and implications related to the concept of 
interculturality. Hence, some of the pertinent questions this topic deals with, 
and their relation to interdisciplinary research in the human sciences, can be 
the following: 
What possibilities could we find in the practice of an intercultural science 
in our multicultural context if we recognized that in Peru there are at least 
44 scientific traditions, each functioning as a correlate of a specific culture 
belonging to the Peruvian multicultural reality? 
What are the possibilities of establishing among the Peruvians a scientific 
dialogue between the producers of sciences in this country? We must bear 
in mind that in Peru we are talking about a diversity of peoples who 
create knowledge or practise science, or lose knowledge and science. 
These knowledge-creating peoples have been many more in the past, 
before the events that have affected their existence. However, much of the 
knowledge once possessed by many now extinct peoples survives as 
contents in the cultures living today in the Peruvian territory. 
How to develop and overcome the intercultural scientific dialogue? This 
involves transcending the scientific monologue and addressing the 
intercultural dialogue in science not only in terms of the objectives and 
practise but also in their very epistemological bases in which, as Heinrich 
Helberg (2001) notes, there is much to do and to gain. 
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What do we require for the scientific dialogue to become more than a simple 
intercultural dialogue but genuinely intercultural? It is possible that a quick 
answer is to make the investigators of various Peruvian cultures engage in the 
dialogue. Would this be possible without resistance? What would be the forms 
of resistance and how could they be overcome, knowing that it involves 
accepting the status of scientists and creators of knowledge among the 
different Peruvian peoples or cultures? We believe that some advances are 
being made in this path of acceptance. In any case, this proposal is, frankly, 
achievable, and it is related to the belief in the possibility that the promoters 
and producers of science can engage in a scientific dialogue, overcoming the 
constrictions of the monologues, be they cultural or of another nature. 
Yet, we should not underestimate negative reactions, given that: 
It is still difficult for many people in the Western culture to accept science 
outside our culture. This difficulty also extends to accepting the idea of the 
presence of persons as scientist in other Peruvian cultures. 
There are many questions that do not make the possibility of the dialogue easy, 
some of them being: 
 The question of “scientific” methodology 
 The status of the truth 
 The forms of knowledge, etc. 
 
In any of these cases, the culturally specific Western marking of science as 
universal and universalist is therefore the negation of interpretation of other 
cultures. This would seem to be the cause of difficulty in most views or 
problems. Assuming the presence of what is reluctantly called “indigenous 
knowledge” it is something that would probably be less rejected. This is due to 
the fact that, at this stage, we are significantly compelled not to deny the 
existence of indigenous knowledge, even though it will not be easy for that 
knowledge to be accepted as being of scientific nature from the Western 
perspective. 
Thus, we are faced with a first dyad for intercultural dialogue, constituted 
by qualitative categories of indigenous and non-indigenous knowledge. This 
begs the question: How much do we respect or would respect (or tolerate) 
this knowledge in our community or scientific field for instance? 
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It should be noted that today we speak of indigenous knowledge by at times 
contrasting it with, and at others setting it in parallel to, academic scientific 
knowledge, with the aim of attracting attention or assigning a certain or real 
specificity in the face of non-indigenous knowledge that, in general, pertains to 
Western culture or is a product of the academic world of universities, which 
are also culturally Western institutes. 
Jürg Gasché (1999), an anthropologist working in the northern Peruvian 
Amazon with the Huitoto and Miraña peoples, notes that this knowledge is 
“everything the indigenous subjects know about their people”, referring both 
to what they know and to what they can find out by means of investigating or 
learning. This knowledge has been created or generated in the framework of 
creating knowledge that is culturally specific to the makers of science in the 
respective indigenous groups that form part of our multicultural reality. The 
remark that “what can be found out by means of investigating” emphasizes a 
potentiality of unlimited prospects for the future. 
Now, among the indigenous tribes there is traditional and modern 
knowledge. 
The knowledge that we identify as traditional is that which has been created 
and is continually created in the autonomous, indigenous society and in an 
autonomous form. On the other hand, modern Western knowledge is the one 
that the indigenous societies have been adopting in the long process of 
dependency or contact - sometimes after some evaluation, but generally 
accepting the knowledge without the type of critical evaluation that would 
question its validity or the consequences that it could have for the groups and 
their respective cosmovisions. 
An objective in the context of an intercultural scientific relationship is to 
revaluate and save indigenous knowledge. This attitude has a point of 
departure and that is to justify said knowledge. Its criteria can be myriad: its 
utility, its efficiency, its value in general, etc. When something is revaluated, 
we try to assign it value, because they evidently are of value; when we save 
something, in many cases we are talking about rediscovering something that 
was apparently lost or that exists solely as a trace. In any case, the goal is to 
redefine this knowledge so that it would serve the indigenous society and 
everyone in the world. 
Intercultural scientific practice should be adopted in investigative work in 
order to develop indigenous science, not to deprecate or undermine it, as is 
unfortunately done by the ideological hegemony of the dominating culture in 
our society. 
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The discrimination of the indigenous nations, people, culture, and of the 
knowledge and achievements of the native sciences is a situation that must not 
continue. The criteria for assessing the value of the knowledge should be 
established in a new perspective. The simple idea of evaluation is when we ask: 
How much does  science modify the forces of nature? Is too simplistic? The 
persecutory practices such as the hunting of witches or shamans, shows the fear 
of confronting the values of the knowledge elaborated by the tribes. This means 
not wanting to confront, for example, what is called traditional or indigenous 
medicine with the so-called academic medicine. We are dealing with a Western 
fear in the face of the possibility of losing its justification of not only scientific 
status but also of its hegemony. 
Scientists should be aware of the capacity of bribery or blackmail in 
Western culture and science in the face of indigenous science and its 
producers. The proposal is to escape from this chain that, in our case, is 
installed when we assume that our scientific perspective or our specific 
cosmovision are the only valid ones. 
Heinrich Helberg (2001) has formulated a proposal of interactive science, 
which is also a dialogue with reality, with the objective of guaranteeing the 
system of life on the planet. It seeks to establish a new relationship with nature 
and generates a new concept that overcomes its condition of being an object 
and to instead become an entity immersed in dialogue. This idea contains 
much of the philosophy of vitalism of the Spanish José Ortega y Gasset. His  
dictum reads: “I am me and my circumstance”, but also that of Levi-Strauss 
when he makes us understand that every culture has as its supreme objective 
to maintain life instead of denying it. 
In the context of the achievements of H. Helberg’s ideas, we should pose the 
questions focusing on the characteristics of the indigenous cultures and of the 
implications of concepts such as “the lord of things”, “asking permission of the 
mother of plants”, etc. that are specific to the Amerindian peoples. These 
concepts very clearly present the entities of the dialogue. These entities 
represent and safeguard the others of the universe that deserve to be accounted 
for in order for nature to accomplish its vital function without altering or 
destabilising it. The category of magical creatures (of the forest, of the fish, etc.: 
the apu of the Quechua or the juichi of the Chiquitano, for example), refer to 
the beings of the indigenous Amerindian universe that are absent from the 
dialogue of Western scientific paradigm. 
We must be open to accept different forms of access to reality (or forms of 
knowledge) and venture to paths such as fantasy, imagination, emotion, 
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intuition, or thought. To this list we can even add divination, visions, dreams, 
revelation etc. or what Gasché (1999) calls the “hypothetical-imaginary” 
proceedings, different from other types of approaches such as the so-called 
logical, deductive, inductive, hypothetical-deductive etc. 
We must build a new status for the truth and for new types of truth. Indeed, 
according to some Amerindian languages, this leads to the evaluation of the 
quality of truth. This is expressed through markers of the quality of an opinion, 
present in the grammar of a series of Amerindian languages, such as Quechua, 
Aimara, etc. 
The category of control (of the world, of men, of science, etc.) seen from 
the opposite mode, or simply a different mode, leads us to fix goals and 
objectives that are qualitatively different, as for example exactly the opposite: 
not controlling, which makes the task of doing science, politics, education etc. 
something truly different. Thus we overcome the dichotomy of nature vs. 
culture and generate the unity of the world or the environment where the 
system of life is at work. 
Gasché treats intercultural dialogue and, beyond it, the dialogue between 
species. The latter is established with the beings of the universe, which are 
always immensely more than the group of any one specific culture can 
conceive. In the end, we see cultures as communities of sense and, as such, 
capable of dialogue, and having rules and grammar applied in the dialogue. 
3 Two questions for an intercultural viewpoint 
We present two topics that are no doubt of less importance,  yet conceptually 
relevant in intercultural investigation. The first, systemization, seems to have 
methodological transcendence. The second, the dichotomy “asking/ 
answering”, limits investigation in multicultural contexts at the time of 
proposing the investigation, and it assumes an intercultural perspective. 
3.1    Systemization 
If we start from the assumption that all knowledge, and thus also all 
indigenous knowledge, is founded on systematic bases, the task of 
systemization must mean explaining the implicit system, not introducing a 
system to something that is supposedly not systematic. This idea of 
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systemizing to introduce order into chaos is evidently prejudiced, which is why 
we put it aside. For no time should be wasted on it. 
There are other connections that would seem to be more relevant, for 
example the systemization for translation purposes in order to make diverse 
cosmovision systems intelligible. The implicit system can be explained through 
systemization, but this explained system might need to be translated into 
another system of cosmovision. Thus, the systemization would form the entire 
group of operations that allows translation into another perspective in order to 
be comprehended or processed. In this case, the systemization leads to the 
interpretation for understanding from the point of view of other cultural or 
worldview referents. 
Here there is a methodological aspect that we believe has not been touched 
until now. It is obvious that what is needed is a participatory union for 
systemizing and interpreting information when we deal with a co-participative 
relation of cosmovisions in contact. This takes place in the investigative 
endeavour and in the interpretation into and out of these cosmovisions. This 
is the relation in which the participants could test the limits of the 
participatory relation itself. They could characterize the specific acts 
themselves in terms of their level of interpretability or the lack thereof. This 
is possible because the process touches the very aspects that do not belong 
between the cosmovisions due to the fact that they refer to the most substantial 
features of a determined cosmovision. 
The interpretation makes use here of the methodological process itself in 
the manner of a heuristic vein to reach the achievements. The recreation of the 
process of the methodology is therefore also a methodological strategy 
completely pertinent to the research being done. 
3.2 Asking? Answering? 
This double question is crucial and fully reasoned when investigative work is 
carried out in multicultural contexts. Practicing academic science assumes a 
priori that everything is investigable. As a result, it is possible to inquire about 
everything that happens to us since we can ask about everything and anything. 
Yet, experience tells us that there are clear limits. In a participatory 
research relationship these limits soon appear as areas of the culture that 
cannot be investigated. Thus, there is no place for asking and, as can be 
expected, it is not possible to answer. This leads to research making no sense 
in these cases. There are boundaries and no bridges, and indeed it is not a goal 
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to bridge the gap. The gap exists and it is conceivable without its meaning. In 
some of our experiences with indigenous intellectuals we have seen that they 
held breaks in the middle of meetings in order to exchange opinions on 
whether a determined question could be asked or not. We have witnessed 
consensus and dissent. Consensus was reached when the question was 
formulated so that it was manageable and could be asked and also when the 
answer was appropriate and could be given. These bridges between asking 
and answering functioned in the end as milestones of a methodological 
process that ends up being a component of the strategy of participatory 
research. 
4 Interculturality as a condition of specific methodology 
This proposal gives rise to a methodological condition because it determines 
particular aspects in the participatory scientific endeavour when it is 
intercultural. This is not a matter of general questions but clearly of very 
specific aspects that mark the investigative relationship.  Above all else, it 
marks both the results and achievements of the research work. 
Asking or not asking is a central question in the practice of research in 
intercultural areas because in the end it determines whether a topic can be 
investigated or not. The question remains open, and the most practical way 
forward implies an intercultural transaction through spoken negotiations that 
lead to consensus in order to make the question plausible and to make the 
answer equally plausible as well. 
4.1  Culturally participatory research: practical questions  
Based on the EIBAMAZ project, CILA assumed the commitment of making 
observations on the methodology to be followed in the commissioned 
investigation, incorporating the concept of participation as a research strategy. 
That is why a distinctive feature of our investigative work was to recognize that 
the investigation we undertook was culturally participatory. This feature had 
to be effective, and it was to be translated into a series of specific actions in 
various aspects of the investigative work that we were carrying out - not only in 
pragmatic but also in epistemological terms. We can sum these actions as 
follows: 
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 Participation of the native scientists 
 Participatory identification of the research topics 
 Participatory discussion of instruments 
 Participatory enquiry into the research topics 
 Joint field work 
 Participatory analysis of data 
 Discussion of results and final conclusions 
 Agreement on accepting affirmations or generalizations of the scientific 
achievements 
 
The institutional interest in the methodological and conceptual development 
was easy to take on as several members of the CILA adopted it based on the 
proven excellence of the participatory methods used in the particular work 
carried out in various Amazon zones. The tangible antecedents are: 
 Antecedents of participatory work with various ethnic groups in the zone 
of the river Purús, carried out by Alejandro Smith and María Cortez 
 Agreement on methodological development done in a meeting carried 
out in Cochabamba (Regional Meeting of Universities EIBAMAZ, 
Bolivia) 
 Advances in conceptual development on interculturality and science 
 
We, the members of the CILA, feel the need to specify the meaning of the 
concept “participatory research” and of its implications, and boundaries. At 
the same time, we need to make explicit its limitations in terms of production 
of knowledge, taking into consideration the singularity of the participant 
leadership in the generation of a specific item of knowledge. The question of 
on line leadership seemed to be but virtual illusions in scientific endeavour. 
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4.2 Stages or steps to implement participation 
The putting into practice of participatory research underwent four stages, 
which we briefly describe below: 
 
Stage 0 
 
Agreement to begin a research project. 
 
This is more of an administrative stage that does not include what could be 
described as tangible research activities. The possibility of this stage is 
necessarily in the line of the participation. That is to say, in the putting to 
action of intentions that in some manner have in common a certain 
unprejudiced point of view that consists of recognizing science and its practice 
in all other cultures. 
 
Stage 1 
 
This is the stage when the organization of the research begins, starting with 
bringing together actors to carry out investigative work among the different 
peoples according to criteria already agreed on. This stage sees the beginning 
of the initiative of training new investigators for the project in both cultures, 
taking on personal proposals and culturally specific criteria to this end. The 
following actions were part of this stage: 
 Generate academic agreements between the parties 
o Between universities 
o Between investigators 
 With other institutions 
 Involve indigenous organizations (as well as representatives of the 
groups) 
o Proposal of the community delegates  
 Incorporate wise men and women of the groups identified and brought 
forward autonomously in view of the practice of their own mechanisms 
of suggesting the persons for a specified purpose 
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Stage 2 
 
This stage consists of the socialization of the research topic, the justification of 
it, analysis of the possibilities of the specific research, possible problems, 
limitations set by culture, strategies, and other factors to be considered. 
This stage involves the participatory preparation of instruments, paying 
special attention to the advantages or disadvantages of the participation of 
specific native investigators in each case. This task was concluded before 
taking on field work and took place at the end of a seminar/workshop 
organized specifically to this end. This seminar/workshop served to decide the 
selection of the specific communities in which the investigative work would be 
carried out, and to identify and propose (in addition to the people who would 
carry out the work of delegates and who the indigenous contact persons are) 
who would facilitate carrying out research in the various respective 
communities previously selected. 
 
Stage 3 
 
This stage consisted of the work carried out in the community with the 
participation of the facilitators of the tribes themselves and of the wise men 
and women, chosen by the autonomous opinion of the members of the tribe 
(traditional and general communal authorities). At this stage the positive  
work of the contact persons to facilitate access to the community is put to test. 
The contact person has the permission of the communal authorities who are 
fully informed of the purpose and objectives of the investigative work. 
4.3 Some considerations 
Next we will present some of the concerns that the participatory option in the 
research must face, making clear the stance of its participants in its actions 
and expectations: 
 Maintain the academic orientation of the investigation 
 Realise possible distortions caused by misunderstood political 
considerations 
 Flexibility in the face of unexpected decisions 
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 Avoid the situation whereby the methodology would become a 
straitjacket 
 Treating as openly as possible questions relating to the “ownership” of 
the research results, due to the high sensibility on the part of the tribes 
regarding “their knowledge” and the eventualities of its “theft”. 
 
It is important to underline the positive functionality of the working sessions 
in the communities themselves. These saw the ample participation of 
community members. What is more, these sessions reflect the importance of 
evaluation as an activity to identify advances and achievements as well as 
detecting drawbacks or disagreement both in practice and in terms of scientific 
endeavour. 
4.4 Organization of the CILA to carry out the work 
The institute drew an organisation chart designed to advance the investigation, 
assuming that it should be deemed complementary between the academic 
world and the science of the indigenous people. As far as the CILA is 
concerned, the following organization chart was prepared. 
 
Figure 1. Organisational chart 
 
  
General Coordination (Management of the CILA)
Responsible for area I
Coordinator
Assistant 1  Assistant 2  Assistant 3                      Assistant 1  Assistant 2  Assistant 3
Responsible for area II
Coordinator
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Indigenous organization  
 
The indigenous party of the participatory relationship was formed by a 
(political) representative of the organization above regional level, representing 
the involved peoples. In addition to this representation, there were other 
lesser hierarchies of the specific tribes. Below are the three levels designed 
for indigenous participation. 
 
Figure 2. Indigenous participation 
 
 
 
At the community level, the design saw the participation of the traditional 
authority of the selected community, in addition to the people of the 
community. Furthermore, certain persons were assigned by the community to 
function as contacts to facilitate the participation of the tribe and the 
introduction of the academic investigators among the members of the specific 
community in which the investigative work would take place. 
We must note that there was a lack of  organization of the tribe to 
participate in the research. Indeed, when the process was already very 
advanced, the participation consisted of an almost unilateral meeting of the 
CILA, driven by the need to carry out a participatory strategy that really does 
not rise from within the community, although it is presented to it as a 
motivating proposal. We feel it is important that the wise men and women of 
the tribes made a prediction on the possibility of a planned research 
intervention for which prior processes of establishing a relation with the 
academic investigators should take place. Furthermore, this should be carried 
out on equal conditions and through an open discussion on the purpose, 
Central Organization
Org. Yine Org. ShipiboOrg. Ashaninka
Organization of the Community
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objectives, strategies etc. of the investigative work to be undertaken. The 
organization of the tribe for the research should see the active involvement of 
the traditional wise men and women, alongside other members of tribe, from 
the very onset of the planning of the investigation. 
In sum, what we have is a participatory research organization that is 
already outlined and to a great extent moving forward with concrete actions. 
The participatory research organization is not a difficult question, nor is it a 
fundamental question. In the end, the experiences show that it is possible to 
gain quite a lot from a participatory approach in the research as it creates 
efficiency and saves time and resources. Put another way, the participation 
has the logic of convenience because it leads to the most adequate 
organization and the most efficient logistics. 
 
The participation of the delegates 
 
The particular work of the CILA in the EIBAMAZ has generated a category of 
investigators linked to the tribes that we call delegates. They are 
predominantly young persons, men and women, with bi-cultural access, since 
all of them have experience of living as tertiary students, either in the 
Pedagogical Institutes or the universities. These delegates have worked as 
cultural interpreters, forming a kind of cognitive pivot between the academic 
world and the science of their peoples. Each of them have had a specific 
experience of maturation in the discovery of academic science, stemming from 
major development through their training and the dazzling discovery of 
realities in their own cultures as a result of the interaction with the wise men 
and women of their people. Each delegate experienced the sensation of novel 
questions on both sides of the cultural river. We feel that this is the most 
significant achievement and advantage of the participatory research strategy 
and in the training of the investigators. 
In the end, CILA reached its objective of training the investigators. They 
suggested a brief questionnaire aimed at finding out how they organized their 
work in order to carry out the investigative tasks in their respective 
communities and peoples. The questions revolved around the following topics: 
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 How they were organized to engage in the investigative work, 
fundamentally at the community level. 
 The actions taken for the participation of the contact persons, the wise 
men and women of the community, and in general for all the members 
of the communities, including their authorities. 
 Their training as investigators. 
 If it is possible to confirm that they have been enriched in the knowledge 
of their peoples and how they would have achieved a greater 
understanding of the topics of the research in which they participated. 
 The research topics and problems that they have observed and 
recommended for further study. 
 They are asked to list and describe in brief these topics or problems and 
why they think they are important for their peoples. 
 
How to improve the methodologies, the training of investigators in the 
communities, and, in general, the research endeavour. 
The answers to the questions most directly related to the research and 
training of investigators have been most revealing of the advantageous 
possibilities for a culturally participatory research that proposes an 
intercultural practice of science from the base up. 
 
The acceptance of interculturality as the condition of specific methodology 
 
This acceptance gives rise to a methodological condition because it determines 
particular aspects in the participatory scientific work. It is not only a question 
of general principles but  clearly of very specific key questions that mark the 
investigative relationship and the scientific work itself in terms of greater 
achievements and efficiency. 
Qualitatively superior research achievements, of the more inclusive type 
and containing more explicit generalizations, seem to be products that depend 
on strategies that embrace interculturality. Hence, taking a look at this 
perspective as a research strategy in multicultural regions becomes all the 
more significant. 
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5 Conclusions 
1. The assertion that science does not have universal status leads to a claim 
of “sciences” in the plural, where plurality is a question of cosmovisions 
being the sources of “the sciences”. 
2. In multicultural regions, it is convenient to adopt an intercultural 
scientific practice for reasons obvious in pragmatic terms, but above all 
in the prospect of developing the possibilities of an intercultural science 
and overcoming the limitations of the intra-cultural sciences. 
3. The ease with which the ethnocentric conducts in general are installed in 
the scientific practices in culturally pluralistic regions leads to a 
questioning of the relative validity of the achievements of intra-cultural 
scientific work or when it at least clearly appears to be limited in scope 
and possibilities. This happens with the reaches of the so-called 
“systemization” when it is one-directional. It assumes, without sufficient 
reason, for example, a non-systematic condition of the indigenous 
knowledge over a reality, but states Western knowledge to be necessarily 
of a systematic nature. 
4. An evident limitation of intra-cultural scientific practice is the 
acceptance of “everything can be studied”. This notion is akin to “there is 
nothing that science could not study”, when it is obvious that in an 
intercultural perspective there are aspects of reality that cannot be 
studied. 
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Summary 
This chapter presents the epistemological support realized in the second phase of the 
research for developing intercultural bilingual education of the Guatemalan National 
Component of the Intercultural Multilingual Education Programme in Central 
America, PROEIMCA. The objective of the research was to “provide evidence of, 
identify, and explain the system and logic of the knowledge and thinking involved in 
everyday life topics in the Mayan population through the methodologies coming from 
the Mayan communities themselves” (General Direction of Bilingual Intercultural 
Education, DIGEBI, Institute of Linguistics and Education, ILE, and the National 
Council of Mayan Education, CNEM, 2009). 
The socio-political context of the Mayan People in Guatemala is briefly explained, 
together with the importance of the Mayan epistemology in the area of research for the 
development of intercultural bilingual education, the process of executing the second 
phase of the research1 and the results. 
We would like to extend our thanks to the people of Finland, Rafael 
LandívarUniversity, the DIGEBI, the Vice-Ministry of Bilingual and Intercultural 
Education of Guatemala, and to the National Council of Mayan Education for making 
this effort a reality. 
1 Socio-political context of the Mayan People in Guatemala 
According to the Census of the National Institute of Statistics (13, 30), 
“Guatemala has a total population of 11,237,196, of which 4,610,440 are 
Mayan”. This equals to 41% of the total population. The Mayan people have 22 
languages that stemmed from a common language known as Protomayan, 
and they share a collective identity that is reflected in the knowledge, practices, 
technology, and history that are still in use today after thousands of years. It is 
the present-day Mayas that carry ancestral knowledge, the application of 
which is manifested in their everyday life. 
Geographically, the Mayan population is found in Central, Southern, 
Northern and Western Guatemala. In the West and North, there are micro-
regions where all of the inhabitants are only Mayas, and the use of cultural 
elements maintain a higher level of validity, while in micro-regions located 
close to large cities, many cultural components – such as the use of the mother 
tongue – are at a disadvantage,. The Mayan population is also present in 
                                                        
1 The first phase of the research has been presented in Crisóstomo, Luis J. (2010). Account of a 
study process shared with the Mayan people in Guatemala. Published in Llorente, Kantasalmi, 
and Simón. (2010). Approaching Indigenous Knowledge: complexities of the research processes. 
Institute of Behavioural Sciences, University of Helsinki. Finland. 
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Southern Mexico, Belize, and Honduras, where still other languages are 
spoken that have originated from the same common trunk, the familiarity of 
which is reflected in concepts and meanings that are still shared today. 
 
Figure 1: The linguistic map 
 
 
 
The Mayan languages currently spoken in Guatemala are: Awakateko, 
Akateko, Achi’, Ch’orti’, Chuj, Kaqchikel, K’iche’, Mam, Mopán, Popti’, 
Uspanteco, Tektiteko, Q’anjob’al, Q’eqchi’, Sakapulteko, Poqomam, Poqomchi’, 
Ixil, Tz’utujil, Itza’, Sipakapense, and Chalchiteko. Of these languages some are 
endangered such as Itza’ due to many factors such as the invasion of media 
and entertainment, the presence of institutions functioning within the 
dominant culture and language, and the lack of public services that would help 
the use and protection of the indigenous language. It should be noted that the 
Mayan languages are used as family communication languages, in topics of 
economy, agriculture, health, and art in expressing Mayan thinking and 
cosmovision. The Mayas also identify the speakers in front of other peoples 
and keep the Mayan culture alive in its different manifestations. 
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2 The importance of the Mayan epistemology in the area of research for 
developing intercultural bilingual education 
In the framework of the Intercultural Multilingual Education Programme of 
Central America, PROEIMCA (2005–2009), the importance of developing 
Mayan knowledge in the school curriculum was considered, and this saw the 
participation of the Vice-Ministry of Bilingual and Intercultural Education, the 
General Direction of Intercultural Bilingual Education and the National Mayan 
Council of Education, which, together with the Institute of Linguistics, 
integrated the Support Committee to the research process. The objective was 
to lead the reflections on what elements of the Mayan culture should be taken 
into consideration in order to carry out the investigative processes developed 
by the Institute of Linguistics and Education of the Rafael Landívar University 
of Guatemala. 
Mayan thinking provided input during the phases of reflection, analysis, 
experience, and research. This input consisted, among other things, of 
concepts, meanings, and environments of application of the knowledge 
considered important in any research process that would provide input for the 
curricular design and the development of public education. 
2.1 What do the Mayan People understand by investigation? 
The National Meetings of Mayan Investigation organized by PROEIMCA and 
the Support Committee during the years 2008 and 2009 saw the participation 
of Mayan wise men and women, organizations, and academics, among others. 
They met to exchange experiences on investigation seen and done by Mayan 
individuals and of other indigenous peoples in the search for the interpretation 
of life, its different manifestations, and relations for its full enactment. 
For the Mayan people, investigating is the opportunity to search, question, 
sense, feel, interrelate, and live. For them, every person and all groups of 
people form part of the web of possibilities that is the vehicle providing life. 
Thus, the more humanity, Mother Earth, and the Cosmos is questioned, the 
more is understood, and people fulfil their lives. In this sense, the Mayan 
investigation is the “action that implies movement of collective life, based on 
the nature of every individual thing. Investigation means the discovery of the 
realities, and it moves people as individuals and as collectives to understand 
their own life and that of all other beings” (Fundación Universidad Maya, 
FUM, 2009, 55) in order to form a web of the strands of which are necessary to 
sustain most diverse manifestations of known and unknown forms of life. 
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The Sacred Calendar of the Mayas contains the day B’atz’, which is “the 
evolution and human life. It represents the umbilical cord, the beginning of 
life, infinite time of intelligence and wisdom. It also symbolizes cosmic 
phenomena, the original science” (CONALFA, 2012). 
To investigate from and within the Mayan view, is to feel, admire, pry, and 
live each moment, to question the why of multiple manifestations of what is 
seen. It is to hear and understand the language and the suffering of animals 
and the laments of the earth. To investigate is to identify and understand why 
some insects live in symbiosis with certain plants, why life takes such different 
forms and phases etc. Thus, it is understood that Mayan investigation is “an 
entire everyday process that generates human action in order to discover, 
know, understand, respect, and interact in brotherhood with the beings and 
their interrelations of equilibrium and harmony that generate life, as well as 
with the factors or processes that limit or impede them, in the Universe, on 
Mother Earth, and in human beings, forming a relational and complementary 
whole” (FUM, 2009, 54). It should be noted that the factors that limit life are 
in many cases the result of people’s dispositions to heed proposals that alter 
the work of natural evolution,  making science that is quite detached from life 
and the spirit. 
To study from and within the Mayan view is to feel and identify realities 
that need a considerable degree of affection which fosters the feeling of marvel, 
the appreciation of life, and the life of all beings that promotes  human 
fulfilment in the areas of the economy, politics, and science in general. 
Investigation is “the action of the heart in search of feeling harmoniously the 
vibrational rhythm of the totality. It is the action of the mind in search of 
understanding its qualities and dynamic. It is the action of the organism to 
nurture and protect the web of life. It is the action of uttering a word to salute, 
finding poetry in the science of the Cosmos” (FUM, 2009, 55). 
Investigation is the search for possibilities of understanding life through 
making use of concepts and definitions of the Mayan languages that mean 
harmony, affection, hope, and world peace. These are concepts and definitions 
that make the life of all beings sacred and elevate and salute permanently the 
presence of the elements of the Cosmos and Mother Earth. 
Investigation is the opportunity for engaging in a permanent dialogue with 
all living beings, with the objective of collectively harmonizing life, of 
identifying events and practices that make possible or limit the life of the rest. 
The Sacred Calendar of the Mayas dedicates a specific day for knowledge 
and science in connection with nature, the Cosmos, and humanity. This day is 
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No’j, and it means “the movement of the sky and the earth, cave or cavern, 
mass, power of intelligence and science; the motion of ideas and thoughts, 
reasoning, movement and earthquake. It is a favourable day to ask for clarity 
and just decisions (CONALFA, 2012)”. It is worth noting that it is “through 
science, technology, aesthetics, and spirituality, created over the millenniums, 
that we enter into communion with nature and the Universe to build our 
fullness” (United Nations’ programme for the Development of Guatemala, 
2006, 20–21). 
3 Interpretation of the results 
The Committee of Monitoring (of the research) – consisting of the Guatemalan 
team of the PROEIMCA, the National Council of Mayan Education, and the 
General Direction of Bilingual Intercultural Education – recommended as a 
guideline to help the investigation, among others, to take into consideration 
the following principles of interpretation of realities of the Mayan culture: 
1. Spirituality. This consists of recognizing the energy that is and 
generates life in everything that exists. Its character is sacred and its 
connection with the physical is inevitable. It is recognized that 
“discovery is not possible if a spiritual energetic relation is not 
established between human beings and the Cosmos, between being 
human and the Nawal, among human beings” (FUM, 2009, 68). This is 
due to the fact that “spirituality is the understanding of and deep respect 
for life. Life can be observed, explained, and understood by the 
conscience that is the most profound and extensive quality of the human 
being as Nawal. Spirituality is science, and science is spiritual” (FUM, 
2009, 63) in such a way that it is immensely necessary to make science 
with life for the life of everyone and everything. This is related to 
another thought of the Mayan culture, the complementary or relational 
character between all living things. 
2. Complementarity. We say: it is based on the presence of everyone, “a 
person is complemented by the being of all other things. The existence 
of people is complemented with the existence of the plants, the animals, 
the minerals, the air, the heat, the water, the Cosmos, and everything 
that exists in it. They are all brothers”. (CNEM, 2007, 42). In this sense, 
science should take care of the life of Mother Earth, the life of the 
animals, the plants, the rivers, and the seas. According to Federico 
Castillo, “we are complements, we are interdependent, we cannot be 
apart or isolated” (cited in Fundación Universidad Maya, 2009, 64). 
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3. System and functions. The Mayas recognize that each of the elements 
that can be easily seen, together with the invisible threads, each fulfil a 
function in supporting and continuing life. “The sun (q’ij), the moon 
(ik’), and the stars (ch’umil) not only occupy positions, but fulfil 
transcendent functions in the permanence of life, regulation of different 
biological and agricultural processes, and in maintaining Cosmic 
equilibrium” (MINEDUC, 2011, 46). In this context, human action in 
general must bear in mind that causing discomfort, wounds, or 
maltreatment to any living thing means altering the interconnected 
system and provoking disequilibrium, the consequences of which in 
many cases endanger life itself. 
4. Emotionality and intuition. This is a very common expression among 
the Mayas. At its root, it acknowledges that the reception and generation 
of knowledge is based on the emotional affective part of us when it 
expresses that the heart is fundamental in everything that is identified. 
Everything is interpreted with a good dose of love and appreciation, 
thanks to the fact that “from time to time, our scientists have discovered 
new knowledge and revealed objective truths. Knowledge and truths 
first pass through the crucible of the heart, sometimes with pain, 
sometimes with pleasure. Then they are shared with the community, 
the village, the people, and humanity in general. Thus, we avoid the 
generation of elites and privileges of knowledge and science." (Matul et 
al, 2007, cited in Seminario Universidades Indígenas y Programas 
Afines, 95). In the Mayan culture, speaking, communicating, and 
understanding is done with the heart. Hence, there is an abundance of 
concepts and meanings that, related in proverbs, myths, poetry, 
philosophy, and science, make the life of people a once-in-a-lifetime 
event. Life must be interpreted with love, politics made with fondness, 
the economy treated with appreciation and equilibrium when producing 
what is needed to live, and admiration for the immensity of what has 
been created with aesthetics.  
 
We sense in order to begin contemplating and understanding life, to imagine 
and look for answers that explain events and phenomena worth admiring, to 
embark on the immensity of the Cosmos, to make an effort to imagine the 
paths of the Sun and the Moon, to envision the heartbeats of the profundities 
of Mother Earth, and to touch with our thoughts the web that maintains reality 
liveable and serves as a home for all of us. 
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4 Minimum criteria for identifying Mayan knowledge 
With the objective of facilitating the identification of Mayan knowledge in 
everyday life for investigative processes, minimum criteria were established as 
follows: 
1. Concepts and definitions. Preferably making use of words that refer to 
life and the wellbeing of all living things because “knowledge is linked to 
the natural being of each thing” (FUM, 2009, 59) in the context of the 
interdependent presence and function of what we see and do not see. 
These concepts should exist in current Mayan languages and they should 
represent facts, events, or parts of reality to which they refer or for 
which they are used. It is a question of “demonstrating, identifying, and 
explaining the system and logic of the thinking of Mayan people around 
everyday issues” (DIGEBI, ILE/URL, CNEM, 2009, 16). What is more, it 
is a question of recognizing that “understanding, speaking, reading, and 
writing in the Mayan language of the community is fundamental to 
learning from the Mayan cosmogony present in their language. In this 
way, it strengthens the respect for the authenticity of knowledge and 
science that form part of the investigation as a discovery of life” (FUM, 
2009, 76) Furthermore, according to Matul and Cabrera (2007), 
“science and techniques should be put to the service of all forms of 
existence, beyond individual or group pressure or the isolated pressure 
of the history of the laboratory (59)”. Science must deal with the 
spontaneity of acts, multiplicity of life forms, passing of time, richness 
of possible answers in the face of occasional events, and the context 
that conditions what is said and what is done. The meaning of the key 
concepts must be shared with the members of the Mayan People or by 
many of their current socio-linguistic communities. 
2. Experiences and of everyday use. This refers to the identification of 
experiences and events that happen in everyday life that draw on and 
reflect ancestral manifestations through the current generation. It is 
important to bear in mind that “if we do not live it, we will not do 
Mayan investigation. If we do not live according to the Mayan 
cosmovision, we will only exploit the Mayan concept to engage in 
investigation” (FUM, 2009, 65). As Matul and Cabrera (2007) affirm, 
the modern-day Mayas recognize that “the thinking of our ancestors 
presents the structure of our deepest spiritual and philosophical roots 
(…) in general, originality remains alive in what is not seen but is felt 
and is transmitted from one generation to the next (48)”. This is 
transmitted through the acts of the family, the great events of the 
people, and everything that the wise men and women share. Their fate is 
the responsibility to protect the life of everyone by sharing knowledge 
and science through proceedings filled with experience, reality, and 
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imagination. Knowledge must be of use in areas such as family, their own 
institutions, and communal life, for example in agriculture, spirituality, 
nature, admiration and study of Cosmic events, inner life and aesthetics, 
oral tradition, and poetry that celebrates the beauty of life and the 
contribution of everything to keep it perpetually. 
3. Means by which knowledge is produced. What is important in this 
context is the knowledge produced through intuition, dreams, intellect, 
and Mayan ceremonies, among others. It should be recognized and 
admired that people have different means to generate knowledge due to 
the fact that “with the eyes one perceives the beauty of the fields, the 
movement of the waters in the rivers; with the ears we enjoy the language 
of silence, the language of happiness, of the corn plantations; with the 
skin we sense some sensations of fear, change of weather, or messages 
that require certain skills to interpret. Other realities are felt and 
interpreted with the heart. Dreams communicate and serve to see other 
deeds. Reality is coupled with the signs of time: the flying of the birds, 
the colour and form of the clouds, the falling of leaves from the trees, 
the visit of ants to the kitchen, the visit of a snake in some part of the 
house, the song of a bird, and many others. Everything is necessary to 
perceive reality: the spirit, the body, the mind, the emotions, the 
sensations, the dreams” (Crisóstomo, 2008, 6–7). In this way “we feed 
off the deep coding of life and its movements. We are the spark that 
enlivens intuition and knowledge as we walk in search of discovery and 
the decoding of the Universe” (PNUD, 2006, 21) to understand it and 
support it in any way we can in order to maintain it forever, or at least 
for the next generations. 
4. Actors. Mayan knowledge is  produced by wise men and women as well 
as experts in some specialized area (for example doctors, bearers of 
time, artists). Boys and girls also construct words to denominate 
whichever element serves them as a toy and manifestation of their 
imagination and re-signify when the explanation that it carries no longer 
adapts to the needs of the present time. Mayan doctors adopt concepts 
and extend meaning when they take on the use of medicine from other 
cultures, assigning them the phonology of their language or explaining 
the uses they have. The poets create and make use of Mayan literary 
figures in order to refer to present-day events such as life, emotion, and 
the future of the family, the community, and the Cosmos. It is necessary 
to keep in mind that “[w]e human beings are the perfected fruit of 
Mother Nature, with multiple qualities that allow us to be illustrious 
beings. In that potentiality of being illustrious beings resides our quality 
of being investigators and seekers” (FUM, 2009, 75) of answers that 
Mother Nature, the Cosmos, and the depths of humanity’s 
conscience has in store for us, especially in the search of actions that 
preserve the life of all. 
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5 How did the research process evolve? 
Next, I will briefly present the central aspects of the research process through 
the analysis of the planning of the research, the process of selection and 
training of the investigators who participated, and the methodology used in 
the research. 
5.1 Participatory planning of the research 
The Intercultural Multilingual Education Programme in Central America  
(PROEIMCA) in Guatemala, considered important the joint planning and 
execution of the investigation together with the significant participation of the 
promoters and bearers of knowledge of the Mayan People. In this context, 
cooperation was sought with the National Council of Mayan Education  
( CNEM)  that covers the entire Mayan territory, and the General Direction of 
Bilingual Intercultural Education (DIGEBI), the objective of which is to guide 
the implementation of the policies concerning intercultural bilingual education 
devised by the Ministry of Education of Guatemala. These organizations 
established the following objectives for their participation with PROEIMCA in 
Guatemala: “to promote a training process of Mayan investigators, men and 
women, that would permit to increment the human capacity of the Mayan 
organizations and strengthen institutional promoters that carry out education 
among the Mayan People” (FUM, 2009, 7). 
The advantages that were identified then were, among others: a) training 
of Mayan investigators through practice; b) training of investigators with 
opportunities of building their own forms of engaging in a study rooted in 
Mayan culture, and c) the preparation of speakers of Mayan languages for the 
analysis of the depths of Mayan knowledge. 
PROEIMCA in Guatemala selected the Institute of Linguistics and 
Education at the Rafael Landívar University as the responsible organization 
for executing the investigation, taking into consideration the above-mentioned 
objectives and the experience of this institute in investigative work on themes 
relating to native peoples. The Institute of Linguistics and Education had 
developed the first phase of the research and achieved the fixing of the themes 
with different promoters in the field of higher research of national and Latin-
American level. In addition, a research endeavour under the responsibility of a 
national institute allows for opportunities to train investigators needed for 
intercultural bilingual education. 
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The joint research work was carried out in the following manner: a) the 
National Council of Mayan Education assumed responsibility for ensuring the 
appropriate use of the principles and strategies of producing knowledge of the 
Mayan People; b) the DIGEBI was in charge of supporting the selection of 
investigators in the previewed sociolinguistic communities and guiding the 
use of the knowledge of the Mayan People related to topics and practice of 
curricular design and development; c) the PROEIMCA in Guatemala guided 
the investigative work, and d) the Institute of Linguistics and Education 
executed the investigation following the guidelines of a participatory process. 
The Support Committee, in turn, was responsible for strengthening the 
guidance for treating the Mayan culture and its respective knowledge in the 
planning process and execution of the investigation. 
From the beginning of the investigation endeavour, consensus was 
established on some practical issues: “The objective is to study everyday life, 
focused on the pertinent social practices; make use of Mayan investigative 
techniques; involve direct promoters, men and women, of the research topics, 
based on their own cosmovision; carry out an epistemological control through 
a common conceptual frame, ordering the integration and proceedings of 
teamwork; value and understand the sociocultural otherness that intervenes, 
impacts, and contextualizes all the scenes of everyday life” (PROEIMCA, 2009, 
26). 
5.2 Selection and training of investigators 
From the first phase of the research of the PROEIMCA in Guatemala, it was 
decided that the investigators would be speakers of some Mayan language, 
with school training, and with knowledge of their mother culture. In relation 
to the training of the investigators, it was stressed that the training would take 
place during the process of planning and executing the studies themselves 
together with the persons possessing considerable   experience in cultural 
themes of the native peoples along with ample knowledge, experience, and 
capacity of interpreting the culture. 
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5.3 Methodology of the research process under the responsibility of the 
Institute of Linguistics of the Rafael Landívar University of Guatemala 
1. Access to Mayan knowledge. Following the guidelines of the ajq’ija’2 in 
relation to the ease of access to the knowledge, it was attempted, from 
the onset of the process, to look for opportunities of dialogue with the 
specialized bearers of knowledge according to the mission they are 
responsible for in their community in order to listen and observe close 
up how this knowledge is put to use in reality. In this guiding frame, 
“attention was paid to validating this data with communitarian subjects of 
knowledge, be they men or women: Ajq’ija’3, Tikonela’, Ajb’ojo’y, Ajkem 
of the four majority linguistic regions in the country” (DIGEBI, et al, 
2009, 56). The goal was for each one to contribute from the area and 
depth of their specialization and experience lived in the community, 
attending the potentials according to the day of birth of each. 
2. Use of the Lunar Calendar. This instrument of measuring and 
interpreting time is used according to the nature and energy of each of 
the days that pass and to the content to which it refers to in order to link 
them with possibilities of experiences that present themselves. In this 
case, “the sacred calendar or the lunar calendar of 260 days was used 
for the investigation as a medium of learning and explaining other 
bases that can demonstrate the relations and factors presented to obtain 
a Patän Samäj or a mission within the Mayan culture” (DIGEBI, et al, 
2009, 56). The management of the sacred calendar offers a possibility to 
analyse different elements of reality. With the support of the Mayan 
experts, the use of the calendar proves to be an opportunity for a deep 
analysis and interpretation of the Mayan knowledge that takes place 
according to the nature and energy of each day. Following the dynamic 
that marks the Lunar Calendar, the basic themes of the training of 
investigators were: The Lunar Calendar; participation in the celebration 
of ceremonies; Mayan values; Mayan science; methodology of access to 
Mayan knowledge; writing reports; Mayan Science and Western science; 
linguistic analysis of the basic concepts in the Mayan mother tongue. 
3. Mayan principles and values to guide the research. This experience 
“indicates that respect is constituted from spirituality, obedience, and 
reflection. These are used to obtain and transmit knowledge, which also 
implies that respect provides the support for the development of Mayan 
science” (DIGEBI, et al, 2009, 57). Spirituality and complementarity are 
some of the principles that become novel in the investigative process due 
to the fact that they allow interpreting reality from the vision and values 
                                                        
2 In the Mayan language Kaqchikel, this term means Spiritual Guide. 
3 In the Mayan language Kaqchikel Ajq’ija’ means Spiritual Guide, Tikonelá bears the meaning of 
sower, Ajb’ojo’y means potter, and Ajkem means weaver. 
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of the Mayan People. These have been  practiced for thousands of years 
with a form of doing science that must take into consideration the 
spiritual dimension in a manner that life is seen as one of the central 
points of its raison d’être. 
4. Communal visits. At the beginning of the process, communal visits were 
made to the communities where information was gathered on the 
everyday practices that are possible thanks to the use of the knowledge 
of the Mayan culture. These visits were planned to communities where 
Mam, Q’eqchi’, Kaqchikel, and K’iche’ are spoken. The visits would allow 
“obtaining and learning the knowledge in a deeper way, such as the 
practices and values that form the basis of Mayan science” (DIGEBI, et 
al, 2009, 57). It was “the dialogue and the exchange of knowledge with 
25 Mayan wise old men and women” (ibidem) that allowed to collect, 
analyse, and interpret quality information, making use of the Mayan 
languages from the family environment. The visitors lived by the 
norms, dialogues, and within the natural context of the community 
to gather information on the necessary examples. 
5. The Ajq’ij4 and guiding the research. In this second phase of the 
investigation, “the management of calculating time and space is 
controlled by an Ajq’ij. This individual is an object of knowledge which 
allows to guide the research according to the cultural rules, in order to 
be able to speak about the knowledge and its relations with life” 
(DIGEBI, et al, 2009, 58) in a meaningful way. To do so, they make use 
of the means and proceedings that the community uses to codify its 
thinking. One of the means that the Ajq’ij uses is the Sacred Lunar 
Calendar. 
6. Celebration of ceremonies. The research process included the 
celebration of ceremonies in their different moments. This was done due 
to the fact that the spiritual dimension is fundamental to interpreting 
the manifested events in the different realities. Furthermore, there is a 
need to be in the company of the generations that have passed their life 
on the face of the earth. In this case, ceremonies were celebrated “to ask 
permission from the elders to cede their spiritual and material support in 
the execution of the project (…), to see and understand the messages of 
the sacred fire, according to the use of the days in Mayan lunar calendar” 
(ibidem). This activity was established as one of the means to treat part 
of the plenitude of knowledge of the Mayas today, given that it is 
“through the Sacred Fire that we reach the internalization of life on this 
planet and the Universe. Travelling in time and space to discover, see, 
and learn. The Sacred Fire is the synthesis between cosmovision, 
science, and Mayan technique” (FUM, 2009). It is a Mayan technique to 
                                                        
4 The term Ajq’ij in the Mayan language Mam mean Spiritual Guide. 
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generate, ask, and know the spirit of the knowledge in a true attempt to 
keep in mind everyone as equals. 
7. Other means and the Mayan knowledge. It is important to mention that 
generating, modifying, and developing Mayan knowledge is also worth 
the use of the intuition, the dreams, the emotion, the feeling, or the 
perception. Thus, we amplify the integral nature through which 
knowledge is produced, or phenomena are identified in their context. As 
an example, we mention the fact that the investigators had explained to 
them “the signs that one can feel in the body during the ceremony or 
during the visit to the communities. The signs in the body indicate or say 
much. This happens because of the nahual of the person or the day in 
which the offer or sacrifice is being made” (DIGEBI, et al, 2009, 58). 
This means that there is information in the immediate environment that 
is perceived through the different parts of the human body. This practice 
is in everyday use among Mayan people, and in many cases they confide 
their interpretation to the elders and to the Ajq’ij, recognizing that “each 
signal has its principal points where the movements happen, and they 
can form or indicate a message” (ibidem) with important content to 
consider. 
8. The use of the Mayan Language. Beauty, profoundness, and plenitude 
of meaning is possible through the use of Mayan languages. 
Consequently, the second phase of the research considers necessary to 
“identify Mayan knowledge through the idiomatic command and 
linguistic structural analysis of the concepts and terms in the Mayan 
languages associated to this rich knowledge” (DIGEBI, et al, 2009, 16), 
because through said concepts its significance and experience is 
transmitted from one generation to the next. 
 
At the end of the investigative process, an innovative process was recognized, 
that of “practicing of a research methodology according to norms of 
coexistence, approaching the academic level of the Mayan knowledge with the 
logic of the culture itself (...). Moreover, it was valuable to develop an 
appropriate research methodology with the indigenous proceedings and 
practices, accepted by the elders when presenting values of respect to the 
person and the community, as a subject of knowledge inherited from the 
elders” (PROEIMCA, 2009, 27). This methodology allows meetings of a high 
level of interest, due to the fact that persons of different ages are brought 
together, people with different knowledge and with the most varied 
potentialities to deal with themes belonging to the personal, communal, 
natural, and the Cosmos. On the other hand, it demonstrates that the tribe 
constructs, maintains, and adapts knowledge in both a collective and 
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individual way through the specialized bearers or whomever according to 
favourable moments of imagination and creation. 
6 Results and previewed uses 
The first phase of the research in the PROEIMCA Guatemala, produced the 
publication The Enchantment of Reality, (DIGEBI, ILE/URL, 2007). This was 
supported by Mayan investigators, along with the guidance and reflections of 
personnel possessing ample experience in research on Mayan topics, and by 
cultural mediation that took into consideration the cultural relevance of the 
process and the results. This book described in detail the actual situations in 
which Mayan knowledge is being produced and maintained. 
The second phase of the investigation resulted in Root and Spirit of the 
Mayan Knowledge, (DIGEBI, et al, 2009), a process in which the research, 
coordination, planning, execution, and interpretation of the results was the 
responsibility of Mayan personnel. The content of this publication addressed 
the use of Mayan mathematics in everyday life. 
 
Figure 2. The book produced after the second phase of the investigation 
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In order to be put into use pertinently at regional and local level, The National 
Basic Curriculum of the Ministry of Education of Guatemala (2008, 43) is 
organized by curricular areas that enable learning the knowledge of the 
indigenous peoples. These areas are: Language and Communication, 
Mathematics, Social and Natural Environment, Natural Sciences and 
Technology, Social Sciences, Artistic Expression, Physical Education, Civic 
Education, and Productivity and Development. In each of these areas, it has 
been possible to present the education of the Maya, Garífuna, and Xinka 
peoples themselves to pre-primary and primary level. In the area of 
mathematics, the contents and processes of Mayan mathematics must be 
collected and developed in this second phase of the research. 
We conclude then that the execution of studies from the vision and practice 
of the native peoples contributes concepts, practices, meanings, and the 
rationales of other forms of seeing and interpreting reality that strengthen and 
specify the democracy of knowledge through the multicultural and 
intercultural bilingual education in multi-ethnic contexts. 
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Introduction 
In the following pages I will reflect on the potential the investigation on non-
school knowledge holds for impacting and/or transforming school practices. 
This knowledge will be treated as a fundamental source for considering the 
investigative work carried out with the peoples of the Amazon. 
I will briefly deal with the potential of the said studies for redesigning 
formal schooling and also in revising its limitations with the goal of opening 
future research questions. To this end, I will take into consideration a) the 
curriculum as a synthesis of the relationship between society and the school 
system, b) the relationship between science and ideology, and c) the illusion 
of the pedagogization of indigenous knowledge. 
The curriculum as a synthesis of the relationship between society and the 
education system 
The studies of everyday practices have aimed at– many times explicitly– 
nourishing the school system with its knowledge, practices, or values that the 
curriculum, in its widest meaning, does not contain (or at least it codifies in a 
different way than those of its productive spheres). However, in the last 50 
years, the results of the studies have had a greater impact on the interior of the 
disciplinary programmes in which the studies are inscribed rather than on the 
curricular contents of the school system. From different disciplinary 
perspectives (psychology, anthropology, sociology, linguistics) and with 
epistemological emphasis, studies have been conducted on the knowledge 
embedded in everyday life in different fields of practices. 
The addition of new knowledge, or areas of knowledge, to the education 
system at any level of materialization implies processes of negotiation and a 
search for consensus between the education system, its structures, historical 
sense, and society in different organizational scales (local, regional, central 
etc.). Thus, the processes of curricular transformation or consolidation require 
both political consensus and the scientific-technical support of the 
universities. 
The academic world constitutes a field of curricular reference and, in turn, 
of legitimation of the political needs to include new teaching contents in the 
education system. The research done from the traditional, non-indigenous 
universities or the intercultural productions analysed in Chapter 4 become 
relevant for a number of reasons, among which I would like to highlight two in 
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particular: a) the academic legitimation and the contributions of the practices 
and knowledge traditionally denied by the school system and society, and b) 
the academic aperture to diverse forms of access and production of knowledge1 
as a starting point for a path of dialogue. 
The work done both in the framework of the EIBAMAZ and PROEIMCA is 
relevant in the efforts to transform the colonial school system to include the 
education of the peoples and nationalities in the framework of the current 
nation-states. Although it might seem somewhat ambitious to think that 
these kinds of productions can lead to considering a transformation of the 
colonial system, at least they form well-thought efforts that allow some kind 
of circulation or visualization of the indigenous practices and values in the 
colonial school system. 
Having said this, the replacement of certain curricular priorities for others 
that not only do not fit within the same epistemological frame but which 
question and disparage their explanatory and interpretative possibilities, puts 
into question the practical possibilities of transforming the colonial school 
system and the political sense of such a transformation. 
Within certain local circles of updating the curriculum, perhaps the 
transformation of the system is not possible, nor desired, nor indeed 
necessary. In these circles, the structure of the colonial school system does not 
manage to transform its historic sense, and the education of the peoples and 
nationalities needs to coexist and manifest themselves within the colonial 
school structures. Perhaps in this sense, the possibilities of transformation for 
the urban conglomerations should be advanced. 
However, this transformation reinforces its own systems of cultural 
production and reproduction through its own historical models such as is 
brought forward in the development and discussion of the work carried out in 
the Bolivian Amazon region with the communal curriculums. In these circles, 
the structure of the colonial school system, when it existed, should be 
complemented and/or replaced with the people’s and nationalities’ own 
educational organization. 
The very historic function of the school system, with a tendency towards 
total inclusion of the subjects to a mono-cultural and monolingual state sets 
limits to the transformation of the school’s curriculum. 
                                                        
1 Chapter 5 presents an interesting process of epistemological negotiation between the universi-
ty and a central promoter of the Guatemalan society, i.e. CNEM, in the design and advancement 
of investigation. These types of possibilities for dialogue and search of consensus present social 
evidence for the emergence of novel constructions of great academic and political relevance. 
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The relationship between science and ideology 
As has been outlined from different points of view, the relationship between 
science and ideology remains clearly evident in face of the slow, but firm, 
emergence of modes of understanding the workings of the world and acting 
upon them. As Piaget noted more than 30 years ago when he referred to the 
history of the sciences, the legitimation processes of science have been, 
throughout history, determined by independent ideological systems.. Piaget & 
García employ a comparison between science in Greece and China in order to 
attempt to shed light on the relationship between science/ideology and/or 
epistemological frameworks/paradigms. 
“We have seen that Aristotle (and all mechanics until Galileo) not only 
failed in the formulation of the principle of inertia, but they also refused as 
absurd any idea of permanent movement that would not be produced by a 
continuous action of a permanent movement produced by a permanent 
action of a force. In any case, five centuries before Christ, we can find the 
following formulation made by a Chinese thinker: The cessation of motion 
in due to the opposing force. If there is no opposing force, the motion will 
never stop. 
More than two millennia had to pass before Western science could arrive 
to a similar concept. It is even more surprising that the opinion presented 
by the Chinese thinker would not be considered as an extraordinary 
discovery, but an obvious and natural fact. The citation of the Chinese 
thinker continues: (...). And this is as true as that an ox is not a horse. 
How do we then explain that a formulation that was absurd to the Greek 
seemed obvious to the Chinese? We view this, say Piaget & García, as one 
of the roots of the relationship between science and ideology.”  
(Piaget y García, 1989, 232) 
It is evident that society and the academic world should recognize the 
historical value and cultural richness of the social practices of the peoples and 
nationalities in order for the school system to be seen as permeated by some 
type of renovated social practices and ethical values. 
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The illusion of the “pedagogization” of indigenous knowledge 
Both the EIBAMAZ and PROEIMCA programmes sought through 
investigations, among other questions, the possibility of having a direct impact 
on classroom level, be that by way of the production of materials, teacher 
training, or any other method that would permit not only the circulation of 
indigenous knowledge in school but also that said knowledge itself would 
convert into the curricular reference for school accreditation. This is clearly a 
very complex and ambitious process. Even though it does pretend to evaluate 
the accomplishment of the objectives of the programmes in this particular 
aspect, I do consider it important to make some observations on the limits and 
possibilities of the pedagogization of indigenous knowledge. 
I am referring to pedagogization as the ambitiously defined process of 
transforming the knowledge that is produced and used outside of school into 
school knowledge. In particular, we refer to the group of cultural instruments 
that mediate the processes of cultural production of the peoples and 
nationalities of the Amazon Region. 
This process of transforming “indigenous knowledge” to “school 
knowledge” presents serious epistemological obstacles. In the different studies 
reported in the book “Aproximando el Conocimiento Indígena: complejidades 
de los procesos de investigación” (Llorente, Kantasalmi, Simón 2010), 
indigenous knowledge presented as auto-descriptions or intercultural 
constructions, is manifested as a set of productive, spiritual, and familial,  
practices that take place in the communities of origin and that are enacted by 
the specific communal promoters. The transformation of these community 
practices in pedagogical techniques to be used in the school world still 
constitutes a key challenge. 
It is clear that through the traditional instruments, such as school texts, it is 
possible to bring some characteristics of the practices of the peoples and 
nationalities closer to the school world. Having said this, it remains difficult to 
communicate in writing some knowledge that is eminently practical, collective, 
and referring to very specific contexts of production. The use of para-textual 
devices, especially the audio-visual ones could be of great utility in this 
attempt at pedagogization, although not sufficient. The use of mother tongue 
in school is a very important step forward in terms of the rights of the peoples 
and nationalities, but it remains insufficient. 
On the other hand, the teachers as educational promoters, their training 
processes, and the school as a context of learning, all form factors that should 
be subjected to critique in their potentialities for the pedagogization of 
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indigenous knowledge. Thus, the pedagogization requires the definition of 
meanings and purposes. If these are subject to the colonial school system, it is 
difficult to accomplish this process. On the contrary, if the purpose of the 
pedagogization is to establish the indigenous peoples’ own school system or 
to the re-definition of the meaning and purpose of the colonial school system, 
then the possibilities of reaching the objective became greater. 
This view brings forth the illusion of the pedagogization as a challenge that 
demands political and technical consensus, the complexity of which is 
necessary to deal with. This generates a reflective distance that would allow us 
to identify the historical meanings that are consolidated or resist attempts at  
creating the pedagogical devices for the peoples and nationalities. 
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23 INRA – National Institute of Agrarian Reform – Bolivia 
24 ISPBY – Pedagogical Institute of Yarinacocha – Peru 
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25 MAEF – Finnish Ministry for Foreign Affairs 
26 MOSEIB – Model of the System of Intercultural Bilingual Education – 
Ecuador 
27 OIT – International Labour Organization 
28 ORAU – Regional Organization of the AIDESEP in Ucayali – Peru 
29 PER-U – Regional Educational Project Ucayali – Peru 
30 PNIA – National Plan for the Infancy and Adolescents – Peru 
31 PNUD – United Nations Development Programme 
32 PROEIBANDES – Training Programme in Intercultural Bilingual 
Education in the Andean Countries 
33 PROEIMCA – Programme of Intercultural Multilingual Education in 
Central America 
34 PROEMBI – Multiplier Project of Mayan Bilingual Intercultural 
Education – Guatemala 
35 RECOM – Roots and Spirit of Mayan Knowledge 
36 TOC – Native Community Lands – Bolivia 
37 UC – University of Cuenca – Ecuador 
38 UGEL – Local Educational Management Unit – Peru 
39 UMSS – University of San Simón – Bolivia 
40 UNIA – Intercultural National University of the Peruvian Amazon  
41 UNICEF – United Nations Children’s Fund 
42 UNMSM –San Marcos University – Peru 
43 URL – University of Rafael Landívar– Guatemala 
  
  
  
 
 
